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-iNSmEThe men's hockey team ·
defeated Maine 6-3 last
· night at Snively. See story
page 24. ·
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The American College
Theatre Festival concludes a successful weekend of New England's
best drama. See story page
15.

The New Hampshire
STVN gets panel advice
In the meantime, the commitBy Jim Church
A student senate -appointed . tee recommended STVN immead hoc committee met last night diately institute several new
and recommended conditional operations to increase their
support for the Student Tele- services to the campus. These
include: a monthly program
vision Network (STVN) .
to the student senate· a
report
The committee hinged their
decision on a proposed STVN bimonthly newsletter to p;oblueprint, due next year, which fessors; a memb~rship survey;
will explicitly define long-range and a campus-wide "pulse"
goals and the means to achieve survey.
During the meeting, committhose goals.
members expressed concern
tee
senator
student
Jim Lapierre,
and member of the committee about the membership size of
said STVN's survival depend~ STVN and the services it is
on the quality of that blueprint. ~rovi1i_n& to the student body.
"They'll sink or swim next -Jim Gnffith, a student senator
said several students, including
year," he said.

two board. members of STVN
had told him "it is difficult t~
become a member of STVN and
use the equipment. Members
have an attitude which makes
potei;i,tial n_ew members shy
·
away, he said.
· . Griffith views STVN's exclusiveness as an on-going problem. "It's always been like this,"
he said, "and it's got to change."
Jim Lampierre, a student
senator, said he viewed STVN
"as a corp·s of ten. people with
a room full of expensive equipment with which to do whatever
they please."
STVN page 5

... but loses business manager
. By Jim Church
In the midst of a heated
debate between members of
UNH's Student Television Network on Wednesday, STVN
Business Manager Ed Martin
' unexpectedly resigned.
Martin, who held the second
highest post at STVN for a year
and a half, blames his departure
on a personality conflict between himself and newlyelected General Manager Terry
STV~'s future will be decided at a Student Activity Fee Council Murray. "We don't go about
meett.ng today, following an inquiry by an ad hoc committee. doing things the same way," says 1·
Martin. "Terry and I couldn't
(Romt Larone photo)
.see eye to eye."
Murray disclaims a personality conflict, and alleges Martin
left when he became aware
STVN students were unhappy
with his performance.
According to Murr~y this

Prof. prefers ocean
for toxic waste
By Mary Beth Lapin
It may be safer to dump toxic
waste in th€ ocean than on land
according to a UNH researcher'.
UNH Civil Engineer Paul
Bishop has completed a new
testing procedure which will
pinpoint the rate at which toxic
waste material passes through
the soil.
"The leaching rates for solidified toxic wastes are 10 to
100 percent slower in the ocean
than on land," says Bishop, "and
the ir:npact of wastes slowly
leach10g and being diluted in
a vast ocean is much less severe
than having hazardous substances , buried in land, leach into
your groundwater supply."
Bishop received funds from
the New Hampshire Office of
Waste Management to study
sp~cifically how fast metals,
whteh are a large percentage of
industrial toxic waste, leach
from the soil. Leaching is a
natural process whereby particles are dissolved or washed
from toxic waste burial sites.

. A~ter examining Bishop's
frndrngs, the Environmental
Protection Agency and its Canadian equivalent, Environment
Ca~ada, are planning to adapt
their test procedures to incorporate Bishop's results. Bishop's
procedure is an improvement
on the original process since it
can be more specific in tracking
tlre le·aching rate of a heavy
metal or a particle.
The ultimate goal for Bishop
and the environmental agencies
he works with is to slow down
leaching as much as possible,
thus limiting contamination of
water supply and the soil. Another g_oal, according to Bishop, is
to discover new uses for old toxic
waste. Some research in this
area has been successful but
progress is limited by la~k of
technology. There are also economic limitations, though Bishop believes these might be
overcome through further research.
WASTE page 8

disapproval culminated when
_Martin was opposed in his
re~lection for Business Manager. He quit at that time, and was
"bitter and volatile," according
to Murray.
"Ed performed sloppily last
semester," said Murray. "He had
no office hours, was never here,
and made it very difficult. The
books weren't taken care of
properly and were nearly two
months late. He wasn't doing
the job," he added.
Murray also suggests that
Martin damaged the campus'
image of STVN because - he
didn't attend SAFC meetings
after early fall. "Low visibility
hurt the organization and may
have inspired present ptoblems," he said referring to
STVN's current difficulty .in
convincing the Student Senate
1

that it- adequately serves the
student body.
Martin vehemently denied
Murray's claims. "It's ridirulous," he said ...I did not do a sloppy job. I did a good job_ The
books were one month late only
once, and that's common."
. When questioned about skipp rng SAFC meetings, Martin
explained that a job at IBM in
Waltham, Massachusetts, prevented his attendance. ... My
career at IBM is more important," he said. "That's life:·
Martin also countered Murray's attacks with his own"Terry wants to take on th;
whole world himself," he said.
"I don't like giving in and doing
things other people's way_ Te!ry
only wants people wh9 are
going to completely back up his
command."

' f ront of Thompson Hall went through some radical changes
Th e l an d scape m
as temperatures plummeted, then soared last weekend. (Ronit Larone) ·
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UNH stude nt inter ns go I to Wash ingto n
By, Kathleen Johnson

The Washington Inrership
program, which has been a
major learning opportunity
since 1975, is now gearing up
for the spring semester. This
program provides practical experience in a chosen job related
field and also counts as 16 credits
towards your college degree.
An internship is an alternative to the traditional means of
earning college credit. As Carl
leubsdorf, a senior Economics
major who worked at the Security Exchange Commission, explains, ..In addition ·fo exposing
students to many of the diverse
aspects of government, business
and society, that exist in Washington. The Washington Center Internship Program provides an opportunity to live and
work in an office environment;
a welcome change from University life."
The Washington Program
gives second semester juniors
and_ senior:s a unique opportunity to hve and work rn the
nation's capital and gain experience that complements the
academic education provided
at·the University. Internships
are available ·in government
offices and agencies, law firms,
newspapers, television and radio stations, and in the areas
of business, international relations, labor, education, and
special interest organizations.
According to Barbara Millar,
~e Washington Center campus
liason, the program is open to
all majors.
··Although the program has
a portion of academics, the
major thrust of the program is
a professional working internship,'' Millar said.

According to Millar, an average of 10 students a semester
participate in the program. The
student meets with a staff
member from the center and a
supervisor three times during
the semester to review the
general performance of students

and therr objectives.
Many of the students who
participated in this program felt
it was an invaluable experience
in their college education. Helen
Laferte, a senior Psychology
major who was in the program
last semester, says "It's a good

way to get credit. You learn
more than if you were in school. '
You learn about life. I'll be better
prepared for a job' when I
graduate because I know what
to expect."
The internship offers exposure to many activities. The

orogram involves ahout 7 c;n
ambitious students from colleges and universities all over
the United States. "I met a lot
of interesting people from all
over the country," Laferte said.
"I made some good contacts for
future jobs in Washington. A
lot of networking went on."
The experience is not all
work, however, the interns
gather for social events such as
Friday night happy hours, one
of the weekly rituals in Washington. Other events include
such activities as a day trip to
New York City, a white water
rafting trip on the Potomac, and
Halloween and Christmas parties. The sight seeing potential
of Washington D.C also is part
of the program, the Smithsonian museums, the National
Archieves, and The Library of
Congress, can keep anyone entertained.
The Washington Internship
program provides much more
than just work experience. It
allows investigation and reflection onto personal and career
goals before an actual job committment is made. More is
learned about an individual's
strengths and weaknesses, as
well as problems that maybe
encountered on the job. "It was
a chance to learn about yourself
more than anything else." Jim
Harrington, a Senior Business
major who worked at Merrill
Lynch said.
For any interested, there will
be a· group informational meeting on Wednesday.Jan uary 30
from 12:30 to 2:00 p.m. in
McConnell Hall, room 212.
Program information is also
available through Barbara Millar, Campus Liason, McConnell
Hall Dean's Office, 862-3316.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Kampala falls to rebels
Yoweri Museveni, commander of the Ugandan
National Resistance Army, announced Sunday he
had replaced the 6-month-old ruling military council
with his own council and pledged to form a broadbased government and punish criminals from
previous regimes.
The announcement on Radio Uganda, the
government-ow ned radio station, came a day after
Museveni's rebel forces capt.ured the capital
'
Kampala.
It was the first time the station had broadcast since
J midday Friday and the first formal announcement
that Kampala had fallen to the rebel forces.

Thatche r to run again

Prime Minister Mar_garet Thatcher said yesterdav
resignations and continuing political crises would
not force her to step down or undermine her
Government's effectiveness.
Thatcher also announced her intention to run
for re-election.
Thatcher's announcement came two days after
Trade and Industry Secretary Leon Brittan resigned,
yielding to pressure within the Conservative Party.
On January 9, Michael Heseltine resigned as Defense
Secretary.

Manila aid ·may he curbed
According to key legislators and congressional
aides US aid to the Phillipines could be cutback
or put under restrictions because of recent allegations
about President Ferdinand E. Marcos' financial
dealings and war record. ·
An American delegation is preparing to observe
the voting, and Senator Richard Lugar, chairman
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, said
it was clear that any evidence·of fraud in the elections
would result in "serious problems" for US foreign
·
aid.

· Super Bowl XX records
The. Patriots, in spite of their loss, did leave a
few marks in the record books.
Tony Franklin's field goal 79 seconds into the
game gave the Patriots the fastest score in the Super
Bowl's 20-year history.
Rich Camarillo broke Jerrel Wilson's record punt
for Kansas City in 1967 by one yard when he kicked
the pigskin for 62 yards in the third quarter.
All other records are better left to the Bears.
But on the bright side, the Celtics beat the Sixers
105-103 Sunday afternoon.

Uranus ' moon bizarre
The Voyager 2 spacecraft's detailed images of
the planet Uran us and its moons have awestruck
scientists describing the findings as bizarre,. exotic,
and mind boggling.
The moon Miranda, in particular, emerged as
an icy world unlike any other seen in the solar system.
Miranda, about 310 miles wide, is the smallest of
the five moons of Uranus known before Voyager
2 found 10 more. There are probably 10 distinctly
different types of terrain on Miranda.
One of the scientists studying the pictures said,
"If you took all the bizarre features in the solar
sy~tem a~d put them on one object, that would be
.
Miranda.

Nuclear waste sites
opposed

Maine State' Environmenta l Protection Commissioner Henry Warren will leave his post to head
a new state task force, Governor Joseph E. Brennan
said yesterday.
The task force will try to keep a hign-level
radioactive waste site out of Maine. Warren, whose
resignation is effective February 10, said the U.S.
Energy Department is providing $200,000 for the
task force to do its work.

Middlebury to divest
Middlebury College's Board of Trustees unanimously voted to sell some of its stock in companies
doing business in South Africa, Saturday.
The Vermont college will sell up to $1. 5 million
of its stock with South African ties. The sales involve
companies that have not signed the Sullivan
Principles.
The college has between $10 and $12 million
worth of stock in firms doing business in South
Africa. The stock represents 9 percent of-Middlebury' s total endowment.

Kenned y covera ge an
•
issue
The Kennedy name has become an issue in the
race for the 8th Congressional District seat in Boston.
The seat was once held by John F. Kennedy and
James Michael Curley and is currently held by
Thomas "Tip" O'Niell.
When Joseph P. Kennedy announced his bid for
the seat last month, the race became a national
media event with Kennedy as its focus.
Kennedy has been featured on the covers of
People, Parade and New York Air magazines, in
articles in Time and Newsweek and on television
across the nation. Other candidates are having
trouble getting a line in their local newspaper.

No .clues in pond search
Exeter Police Chief Frank Caracciolo said yesterday
morning that the search for clues in a Banfield Road
pond has been called off.
Caracciolo said the dredging of the pond produced
no clues connected to the Tammy Belanger case.
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UNH entrepren eur
starts·Organizcltion
By Jessica Wilson
The Job Board has a new
program designed to aid students interested in starting their
own business called UNH Enterprise Association. The main
focus of the association will be
to encourage interaction between student entrepreneurs
so that ideas and support can
be shared. The association will
also offer guest speakers who
are successful entrepreneurs and
it will schedule related conventions.
"The UNH Enterprise Association will help people venture into their own enterprises
by creating an arena where
young entrepreneurs can share
interests and improve their
chances of success," said Chip
Triglioni, founding director of
the association and personnel
director at t.he Job Board.
"Students may get together
on a project, but in keeping with
the primary goal of individual
advancement, the association
will encourage individuals to
follow their own goals a(ld
ideas," said Triglione. There
will be a board of directors who
will work as a team to figure out
what the young entrepreneurs
need.
Triglioni said an organization
like.The Enterprise Association
is es ciall im ortant at UNH.

"Graduates from Ivy League
· schools are paid an average of
$20,000 more per year than
UNH graduates," he said, quoting information from Field
Experience. "UNH students
need a little push to be more
aggressive," he said.
Students nationwide are finding that the American tradition
of starting one's 'Own business
is still one of the most lucrative
and exciting ways to make a
living. According to a recent
New York Times article, (Dec.
11) eight U.S. students made
close to one million dollars last
year by starting their own
business', and some made much
more.
Triglioni said that there are
already many students at UNH
intersted in starting their own
business'. One UNH student is
selling sweaters imported from
Peru, another has his own
trucking business, and others
are computer consultants or
photographers, µe said.
UNH Enterprise Association's first organizational meeting will be held in February. To
get more information or sign
the association's mailing list,
stop by the Job Board. "Your
future is today. ,For those in
search of excellence, The UNH
Enterprise Association has arrived!"
·

UNH student Chip Triglione, founder of the UNH Enterprise Associ.atiort answering questions
for Elaine Trenblay in the MUB yesterday. (Cindy Rich photo)

Microsco pe to ·aid in research
By W. Glenn Stevens
UNH' s Instrumentation Center recently commandeered a.
new electron microscope which
is as big as a sub compact

automobile. The state of the art
microscope has a magnifying
capacity of 300,000 times and
can make ON A and proteins
appear before the hurrian eye. ·
William Dotching, UNH director for the center, said, "The
best optical microscope magnifies about 4,000 times. That's
why this is so amazing. We've
got the power . to magnify
300,000 times."
In addition, the microscope
has a scanning system which
shows the three dimensional
image of surface topography.
"This will attract good research people to UNH; poten- .
tially increase research funding;
and be accessible· to graduate
students conducting research,"
.Ootchin said.
Funding for the $133,500
instrument came from the offices of both vice presidents, the
Instrumentation Center'· and

major users' research funding,
according to Dotchin.
The Hitachi transmission and
scanning microscope will be put
to many uses. Frank Rodgers,
UNH professor of Microbiology, will use the machine to
research Legionnaires Disease,
which is the interaction betw.een
the legionalla, the organism that
invades the cell, and the cell
itself.
"My research is at the point
where I need to look at how those two come together, how
the organism penetrates-the cell,
and then how it replicates once
inside," Rodgers said. "Only this
kind of microscope will show
me that. My research, otherwise,
would be a very slow affair."
Tom Foxall, UNH assistant
professor of animal and nutriMICROSCOPE page 11 .

·Kappa Sigma brother Glen Harcourt putting the finishing touches inside the fraternity's
reconstructed house on Main Street. (Ronit Larone photo)

Kappa Sigma house finished
By Audrey Breslau
The outside of Kappa Sigma
fraternity house has not changed
much since its construction in
1916, but inside, major changes
have taken place.
According to the fraternity's
treasurer David Connor, 'There
has been substantial reconstruction of the entire house. Almost
everything -i n here is new."
In September 1984 Kappa
Sigma members were forced to
find alternative housing when
officials from the local fire
department declared the building did not meet fire safety
requirements.
.
Renovations to the building's
interior, which began on August
1, 1984, were completed this
Saturday. "The fire department
has told us this is now the most
fire safe fraternity on campus," ,
said Kappa Sigma -President

Patrick Murray.
. Although the fraternity house
was only required to meet fire
safety standards, renovations
· have gone beyond that. New
plumbing, walls, ceilings, painting, and rebuffed floors are just
some of the changes that have
been made.
Donations from Kappa Sigma alumni have also contributed
to the addition of new furniture.
"Really, only the basic struc~ure
has remained unchanged,"said
Connor.
"This is the oldest fraternity
on campus,"said Connor "The
house hasn't had any major
. renovations since its construction. We wanted to take care of
it now so other members don't
have to worry about it in a few
years,'·' he said.
When asked about the total
cost of the renovations Connor

replied,"! don't think that the .
fraternity's housing corporation
wants that to be discussed, but
the costs were way up there."
In order to stretch their
finances, members of the fraternity painted the three story
building on their own. The
painting, which took 25
members three weeks to complete, saved the fraternity
$11,000.
According to Connor, the
major amount of work was done
by the Engle Construction Company of Bedford NH, but the
brothers themselves contributed
substantially.
How do the brothers feel
about the changes? " Everyone
is psyched,"said Connor. "We Nancy Cherim emonstrating
a_ new $133,500 electron
all pulled together to finish the
microscope
at
the
UNH
Instrumentation
Center. (Cindv Rich
house and we are looking forward to a stronger semester." photo)
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FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
for 1986-87
at the

Financial Aid Office, 207 Thompson
Hall
(M-F 8:00-4:30)

Applicants should obtain:
a 1986-87 UNH Application Form (tan) and
a 1986-87 Financial Aid Form (FAF)

PRIORITY DEADLINES
Undergraduates: February 15, 1986
Graduates: May 1, 1986

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Apply now ...
Be a Staff M.ember of

FRES.HMAN ORIENTATION '86
will be hiring an .

Assistant Business Manager
I

• Paid Position
•Leading to Business Manager'·s PositiQn
in 1986/87 ..
··
•Practical Business Experience . ·
•Involvement with Student Organiza.tions, Student Govern'ltUlnt, and UNH
Administration ~Applications ·are available .in the M UB, Room
124-A (across from CQmmuter Transfer Center)
and are due back by February 7, 1986.

All Interested Students Are Urged to

Apply!

You will meet people and have fun while introducing
new freshmen to UNH ... you will be the first to meet
them and they will form their first impressions of UNH
from you. You will develop leadership and communication skills, learn more about your university, be a
member of a great staff and have an enriching experience
working as part of a t~am.

SUMMER E·MPLOYMENT:
JUNE 1-30
This is a -s alaried position.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE in the Dean of
Students Office
2nd Floor-Huddleston Hall
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY?
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-----------------STVN----------------- CALENDAR
(continued from page 1)

Speaking for the committee · Murray said he was ready for
as a whole, Wayne Ferrari, a fresh scare. "It's time to wipe
· chairperson of the Student the slate clean," he said. "We
Activity Fee Council (SAFC) can do things we've never done
said, "In the past we haven't before. We can really grow."
To address che concerns of
thought STVN had any benefit
for the students generally, ex- the committee, Murray outlined
cept chose few people at the core several plans he's researched.
of the organization." ./
Though lack of equipment is a
"STVN has an organizational problem, he said STVN mem·problem," said Ferrari. "They bership could be increased
need a larger membership," he through a concentrated mansaid. "They need more people agement effort to create meanto justify an annual budget of ingful jobs.
$30.000."
By purchasing programming
Terry Murray, General Man- from Campus Network, a New
ager of STVN and the only York broadcaster, Murray said
STVN representative at the programming could be raised
meeting, agreed the concerns from between one to three hours
of the committee are real. daily co between five and eight
"Their; gripes are legitimate," hours. "This means an increase
he said. "STVN has been com- in daily viewership by 500
pletely mismanaged in the people," said Murray.
past."
Murray also presented several

options for broadcasting systems with a signal which would
reach the entire campus and
much of the Durham community.
In the end, the ad hoc fommictee members conditionally
supported STVN largely on the
strength of Murray's presentation. Addressing Murray, Griffith said, "I want you to know
that much of our decision stems
from your personal commitment and the enthusiasm you've
exhibited."
'Tm going co do everything
I can co surpass the goals which
were sec by the committee,"
Marcin said.
The committee will present
their recommendation co SAFC
today and SAFC will make the
final decision about the future
of STVN.

Tuesday, January 28
.
..
Lase day co withdraw and qualify for 3/4 tultlon refund.
Men's basketball-at Maine.
Mini-Course Registration-Through January 30. Sponsored
by Office of Student Activities. Register for spring semester,
Room 126, MUB, 9 a.m. to noon, 1 to 4 p.m. Non-students
at Division of Continuing Education.
University Art Galleries-"Some Illustrious Alumni" and
"American Etchers." M-W 10 a.m .-4 p.m., Th 10 a.m .-8
p.m., Sat. & Sun. 1-5 p.m. Closed Fridays.
French/ Italian Film-"! Promessi Sposi." Room 303, James,
3:30 p.m. $1 admission.
Wednesday, January 29
American Chamber Winds Concert-CANCELLED.
Women's Basketbail-at Hartford.
Fine Arc Print Sale-Through January 30. Sponsored by Office
of Student Activities. Fine art reproduction of the old masters
and newer contemporary wodcs. Lobby near Granite Stace
Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

STVN's future decided today
By Bryan Alexander
The Student Television Network's future could be decided
today when network members
go before -the Student Activity
Fund Committee to present a
new concept for review by the
committee.
Th is will be STVN's second
proposed concept, for the Fall
of '86, after the first failed to
pass through the Student Senate
·lase semester.
Terry Murray,STVN's Gener,al Manager remains optimistic
about the future of his organization, despite its bumpy past.
"We weren't turned down by
~he Senate or SAFC," .said
Murray, "We passed through
SAFC, but the Senate had some
more questions about where we
were going in the future."
Murray also denied arguments that STVN does not
reach a substantial number of
people.
"We had an average of 30 to
35 people per show: We also
bring our programming out to
the dorms,"· he said. "Off campus we are seen on Cablevision
of Exeter and the Continental
Cable Company. We're in over
twenty to twenty-five thousand
homes," he added.
Murray points to a joint effort
between STVN and channel 11
to televise the UNH-BU basketball game as one example of
the promising features they will
provide during the year.
"We are working with a
professional entity," said Murray. "In television ... this is something not many organizations
can claim. This would be somewhere along the lines of
WUNH working with WBZ, or
WUNH working with WHEB,
or your newspaper (The New
Hampshire), working with Fosters."
STVN hopes to silence other
critics who maintain that their
organization does not produce
enough television by working
with Professional Networks.
Plans to work with Professional Networks should increase
STVN' s broadcast day from onehalf to four hours a day .. . to
anywhere from five to eight
hours of broadcasting material
·a day, according to Murray.
·
This kind of programming,
and the installation of a large
screen television in the Mub Pub
should, according to Murray
"reach an extra three thousand ·
students a week."
Murray attributes STVN's
trouble with the council as "a

French/Italian Film-"I Promessi Sposi." Room 110, Murkland,
7 p.m:
Women's Gymnastics-vs. Northeastern, 7 p.m.

lack of communication."
"During the last semester I
think we concentrated so much
on production, chat we didn't

have good communications,"
he said. "This is something that
is b~in_g rectified right now, just
by s1ttmg down and talking."

Thursday, January 30
Men's Swimming-vs. Boston College, 4 p.m.
MUSO Film-"The Birds." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30
p.m.

You're never too old
to quit blowing smoke.

Friday, January 31
L_asc day co drop courses without $10 late drop fee.
Women's swimming-at Maine.
Men's Basketball-vs. Colgate, Field House, 7:30 p.m.
Men's Hockey-vs. Northern Michigan, Snively, 7:30 p.m.
Celebrit¥ Series-The Acting Company, presents "As You
Like It." Johnson The.ater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
\

ta.The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should .
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
· responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824 . 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
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ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
ROSTERS DUE: Co-Rec broomball and innertube
waterpolo, men's bowling, men's and women's
volleyball. Captains must represent team at meeting
on Wednesday, January 29, Hillsborough/Sullivan
Room, MUB, 6 p.m. No captain, no team.
BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT 8-BALL: Sponsored
by Games Room/Student Actvities. Open to all
full-time UNH students with a GPA of 2.0 or better.
Sunday, February 2, Games Room, 11 a.m . $1
admission. Winners qualify for regional tournament
on February 22 and 23 (all expenses paid) .
BEGINNING BILLIARDS CLASSES: Sponsored
by Games Room/Student Activites. 5 week course
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays beginning February
11 offered by Tim Fissette, former ACU-I Region
I champ and Sam Donovan, 1985 campus 8-ball
champ. To be held in Games Room, MUB 5:30
p.m. $4 full-time students, $5 general admission.

CAREER
FIELD EXPERIENCE DAY: Sponsored by UNH
Field Experience Off ice. Learn how to get career
related jobs and college credits. Thursday, February
6, Sullivan Room, MUB,. 11: 30 .a.m: to 1: 30 p.m:

GREAT BAY FOOD CO-OP FOOD INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS: Open to all students, staff
and community members . Monday, February 3 ~t
7 p .rn . and Tuesday, FeQruary 4 at 12:30 p.m. 10
Room 14A, Hubbard Hall.

ATTHE

GENERAL
MUB LOCKERS AVAILABLE FOR RENT: Stop
by Room 322", Office of Student Activities in the
MUS- to rent a locker for the spring semest_er.
TRANSFER ORIENTATION: Apply now for June
Transfer Orientation Staff. For more information
and applications, ·contact the Commuter/Transfer
Center, Room 136, Memorial Union, 862-3612.
Fun, experience, and pay!
DAILY BAG LUNCHES: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Program. This semester bag
lunches will be held daily Monday through Friday,
at Underwood House, 17 Rosemary Lane, noon
to 2 p.m. For more information call 862-3647.
POTLUCK PICNIC: Sponsored by Non-Traditional
Student Program. Join us as we chase away winter
with a potluck picnic. Everyone wdcome, please
bring your favorite picnic food co share. Thursday,
January 30, Underwood House, 17 Rosemary Lane,
5:30 p .m. Call 862-3647 for more information.

Jan. 28-Feb. 3
CAFETERIA
Let us·do the cooking
Monday-Thursday 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Friday 3:30 p.m.-8 p.m.

HEALTH
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ. Crusade is a non-denominational
ChrisJ ian organizadon geared ~o . fa~ilitate college
students: All are welcomed co JOJO m the fun and
fellowship every Tuesday, Room 207 & 208, Horton,
7 to 8:30 p.m.

CLOSED ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS (STEP
MEETING): Individuals concerned about their
drinking are welcome. Tuesdays, Wolff House,
. 12:30 to 2 p.m. Call Health Education, 862-3823
for more information.
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals concerned about their drug use are welcome. Tuesdays,
Underwqod House, 8 to 9:30 p .m . Call Health
Education, 862-3823 for more information.

COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA ORGANIZATION AL MEETING: All students and
staff welcome. Come with your ideas, convictions,
open minds, and a willingness to teach and learn.
Tuesday, January 28, Room 214, Hamilton Smith,
7 p.m.

OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals
concerned about their drinking are welcome.
Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m . Call
Health Education, 862-3823 for more information.

ECONOMICS CLUB MEETING: ·Open to anyone
interested in economics. Wednesday, January 29,
Room 206, McConnell, 6 p.m.

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: For
individuals affected by~ parent's problem drinking.
Thursdays, Underwood House, 8 to 9:30 p.m. Call
Health Education, 862-3823 for more information.

Check 0 :!tz1r~~s for .
~andthe
F
.f ·zrn reviews
latest ,i

GRILL HOURS
Monday-Thursday 7:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.-8 p.m.
Friday 7:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m .
MUB GRUB, SALAD BAR
& GRINDER LINE
Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-1 :30 p.m.
SANDWICH LINE
Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-1 :30 p.m.
Join us for a wide variety of
sandwiches, subs, hot food & grill items
CAFETERIA

""

Start your morning right
with our delicious
BREAKFAST SPECIALS

PISTACHIO'S
now open 8 a.m.
serving
DONUTS & COFFEE
also
SOUP AND NACHOS NIGHTLY

NIGHT GRILL SPECIALS
Monday Hamburger
Tuesday Grilled Cheese and Ham
Wednesday BLT

Durham Bike

Scholarships for ·
Medical Students
Medical school costs are rising every day. They're
climbing faster than many students qm handle without
the right kind of financial helJ'.). If you're a medinl
student, the Air Force may have the best answer for
you. We offer an excellent scholarship program that
can ease the financial strain of medical or osteopathy
scho~ and allow you to concentrate on your studies.
Participation is based on competitive selection. Let the
Air Force make an investment in your professional
future. For more infonnation contact:
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: MSgt. Wayne C. · .
Wood, USAF Health Professions Recruiting Bldg. 23, Room
110, Pease AFB, NH 03803. (603) 431-2060

Computers
Cat-Eye Solar
39.95
Avocet
24.95
Wind Trainers
Legano
79.00
Pro-Beam
119.00

MUB PUB
Join us on Saturday night
for this wi ld 60's dance band
GIRLS NIGHT OUT

order before February 10
stop in at MUB Catering
or call 862-2483

Jenkins Court
Durham, NH

.

(M-F 12-S•Sat. 9-12J
A great way of life.

NEW GRILL SPECIALS
Chicken Burger $1 .50
Fried Mushroom $1.25
Onion Rings 85~

MUB CATERING
Show a friend you care
send a
Valentine's Goody Package

·Tights
Poly pro
Wool
L-ycra
Cycling Jackets
20-30% off
868-5634

ONLY 69~
Monday-Thursday 3:30-7 :30 p.m.

all co'okie orders must be a minimum
of 2 dozen at $2.95 per dozen
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Durham House has birthday
.

By Jessica Wilson
While other shops on Main
Street come and go, Durham
House of Pizza will be celebrating its tenth anniversary in
March, and owner Stephen
Petrovitsis is very grateful to
UNH students. "Without them
we wouldn't be in business," he
said.
In addition to the good food,
Petrovitsis attributes success
to his fair treatment of the
students. To celebrate the anniversary, he is joining Rite Way
II Travel, Inc. in sending two
students to Bermuda for three
days during spring break. Rite
Way is celebrating its second .
anniversary .
. A raffle will be held, probably
with tickets given with the
purchase of a pizza, and the
winners will receive transportation to and from Logan airport, hotel and plane fare.
"The idea is fro{Il the moment

.

they leave their door till they ham House of Pizza was located
get back, they'll be taken care in the shopping plaza near
of. It will be a good time," said Brooks Drugs. Then it was
Gerald Waldron, president of moved to its present location,
Rite Way and weekend helper which was a family owned lot. '
at Durham House of Pizza.~
Despite discontinuing the
Although it can be "a little sale of alcohol, business conjumpy" on Friday, Petrovitsis tinued to improve. Now the
says he likes the students and menu has expanded well beyond
enjoys a one on one relationship pizza, offering tacos, eggrolls,
with them.
and, reminiscent of Petrovitsis'
When asked how he got into Greek background, Greek salad
the pizza business; he said, "My and baklava.
father bought the Durham
Petrovitsis said his parents'
House of Pizza for me as a cooking was "the best," and
graduation present. He said he successful restaurants seem to
wanted to put me into business. run in the family. His sister
I was a.senior and he ran it till owns the Courtyard Restaurant
I graduated. I was kinda freaked . in Andover, which was rated one
out, but it paid off," he said with of the top ten restaurants iri the
a grin.
Boston area by Boston MagaA large picture in memorium zine. She also owns a Dunkin
of James Petrovitsis remains Donuts in Andover.
in the restaurant. with the
Petrovitsis said he hopes to
inscription "For You Our Love expand his business some day,
Is Forever."
although when and where he
Until three years ago, Dur- can not yet say.
·

.
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.------ ------- ------Il · . Ourloves
Koala
you!
Here today, gone tomorrow...

!I

·

~

1

~

Our.giant 30" Koala would love to give you his
heart, so why not visi I our store soon, and
'·
register lo take him home! And while .
you're her(~, shop our
eoroplete orray or
Hollmark Valentine
cards. gifts, gift wrap
and partyware-everything for your "love
day" c_e lebration! There
are even mini size
Koalas just perfect for
Valentine gifts.
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© 1985 Hallmark Cards, Inc.

Postscripts
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a Town & Campus store
52 Main Street
Durham, NH
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!though this snowplow was busy last Saturday, rajn soon arrived to finish off the job, dashin
he hopes of UNH's cross-country ski fans. (Ronit Larone photo)

GREAT SKIING!.
CHEAP!!

Plan Now to Attend

UNH
SKI CLUB

UNH

runs trips to

SUMME R SESSIO N
'86
(look for details
in Feb. 11 issue)

Attitash
The IJest sldlnl In the East
(whether It snows or nott

SIGN UP FOR WEEKLY TRIPS AT
SKI CLUB TABLES IN MUB
TUESDAY OR WEDNESDAY
11 :00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.
DATES:
JAN
FEB

31

2

FRI

MAR

SUN

SUN

MAR

THU

THU

MAR

28

FRI

FEB

14

FRI

MAR

30

SUN

FEB

20

THU

APR

FEB

28

FRI

FEB

SAT

COST:
(includes bus)

$19 THU or FRi
$23 SAT or SUN

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL RALPH AT 749-0632
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UNH prof. creates rainstorm
By Matt Kfoury
No longer is rain created by
nature or God. Franz Anderson,
a UNH Sea Grant sedimentologist and Tom Shevenell, a
doctoral student in the Sea
Grant program headed research
this past fall to create artificial
rain storms.
Working at the Great Bay lab
and on the shores of Adams
Point, Anderson, Shevenell and
a group of undergraduates from
the Sea Grant program set out
to find out how falling drops
of rain would affect the penetration of the soil in shallow
water.
After spending time in Scotland doing research in the
baitworm rndustry, Anderson

realized the effect rain has on
the tidal flats. "I saw the effects
of the exposed flats, the depression and rivulets formed. I got
a concept of the energy involved .
and tucked it away," said Anderson.
· Anderson returned to UNH
and was hired on the Ocean
Projects team. Using hypodermic needles to simulate raindrops, they varied droplet size
and falling height.
By dyeing the droplets the
team tound that the drops could
penetrate the soil as deep as 40
centimeters. At Great Bay the
team built a 30 foot tower with
a 680 foot needle artificial cloud.
The use of artificial rain has
many potential applications.

The fake drops could be used
for oxygen u;ansportation to
aerate sewage in holding bays,
and there is a possibility the
drops could deliver nutrients
to an aquaculture.
It is now known that tides are
not the only mechanism affect- .
ing the sediments, pollutants
fixed in the sediment that are
thought to be motinless may be
redistributed through the water.
Heavy rains could drastically
affect the sediments on the
bottom of the shallow waters.
"A lot of people think it's a
depositional environment, but
that's not the case, you have
deposition and erosion all the
time," said Anderson.

© 1985 Universal Press Syndicate·

YeAR,M_iSS WiMBLe .... .
... BAND HiS LeG ANO~T
I-UM GO!

---------------\VASTE--------------(continued from page l}
Bishop thinks we may hear
more about this procedure in
the future, as concern about
toxic waste becomes a more
visible issue. "It is only during
the past eight or ten years that
we have really been concerned
about this," he said.
Bishop descr.ibes himself as
a "pragmatic environmentalist."
He is concerned with helping

industry to operate with as little
environmental dai'tage as possible. 'Tm not an activist,': says
Bishop. "People must accept
that unless we change our
standard of living, we must
accept generating a certain
amount of hazardous waste.
There's not way around it." As
industry and industrial prodL•cts
develop, so will the amounts of

.. :fH\5G€NTLeMA~ HAS
PA\D iN FULL FORTf-\e.

toxic materials, according to
Bishop.
Bishop's view is not pessimistic, he is doing his part to limit
the dangerous effects of toxic
waste dumps on the environment.
Bishop said, "there will never
be a perfect solution. What
we've got to do is come up with
the least imperfect one."

.,,..,,..,,..,,._.,,..t'_.,,..,.....,.__•.,."'".,,..,.·.·Y.IV'.1'""1/YhY.,....,..••v.•,,."'"•••·····v...-.•.•.•JYVlh•'f'Y'·~·.,,..•.•.r."JYY'o'VV'J'.IV'J'.-.•.•.-.•.v.•.•.•.•JYV'.-.•..,,.-.-.•.,.~

A Personal in The New Hampshire_
is only
$1.00 for 40 words o.r less!

· ·

·

For $1.00 you can:
•say hi to your mom (because, of course, you gaye _her d
subscription to The New Hampshire for Christmas) ...
•sell your 1970 Plymouth Duste~ (pink fuzzy dice .included) ...
•find the sweater you lost in the MUB ....
•tell a friend you love them ...
, , JJa.+~s to be
. OPersonal 'OFor Sale OHeip Wanted OServ1ces OHausing
GR1des CTravel OYard Sales OSpo~s

(~

:

Cilost & found

the new hanipshire
Pra-Pold Ctcss Ad Form

RATES: S1.00 for ~aword! psr Insertion
Eoch oddltloncl run: $ ~ .oo
All cci MUST be ·p_
repo!d

,·

Advertiser's ncme:
Addre!S:

AMOUNT ENCLOSED:_ To' Run: _ttmes
-

Phone:

Drop this form off in the Advertising Office

...-............................... ...:............................... ...........

~-

~

,/"

Rm.108, MUB

...

·.-.·~········-·.-.-
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It's not to late to order The Boston
Globe. For just $1.40 a week you can have
The Boston Globe delivered to
your door on campus
Every day in the Globe; you'll find up-to-date news, lively
features, provacative columns and· the best sports
coverage around. Plus, on Thursdays, you can count on
Calendar Magazine, the Globe's weekly lesiure-time
guide, to put the entire Boston entertainment scene right
at your fingertips.
All subscriptions payable .in advance by semester.
Students with ' varying starting dates may have their
subscriptions prorated. No delivery during school
holidays or final exams period.

CONNECT THE DOTS
TO WHERE
YOU ·w ANT TO GO ...

Campus Representative
Mark Powers

10-12 Mill Rd., (Acacia)
n .. rh:.m NH

Orders may be mailed (stamp required) or wait for your route deliverer to stop
by with sign-up information.

''The Globe's here!''

+H._

A-LOT
START/END
HERE .

•

~..[]

1.
D 2.

A.+

Daily & Sunday $17.70
Daily only $11.70
.Sunday only $6.00
Please orde_r· by Feb. 1.
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D 3.
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from here to there and back again.

DON'T BE A PAWN
IN THE
'GAME OF LIFE'!
HELLO UNHI

Come to "Field Experience Day"Thursday Feb. 6 11:30-1:30
Sullivan Room, MUB

Wet Fun is the Seacoast's newes-t,
most complete, and most active
WINDSURFING and SCUBA sto~e/school.

*FRE·E COFFEE
&

.DOUGHNUTS
Spring Break Trips:
Windsurfing in Florida
Scuba in Grand Canyon
Call for details

165 Deer St., Portsmo~·th
430-8626 .

•DROP IN ANYTIME TO LEARN
FROM 'EXPERIENCED' STUDENTS
HOW TO OBTAIN . A CAREERRELA TED JOB AND COLLEGE
CREDIT.
•FIND 'OUT HOW FIELD EXPERIENCE CAN .HELP YOU.
•FOR MORE INFO. CALL 862-1184.

qETTING A JOB IS NO GAME!!
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WARM UP FOR SPRING
WITH NORMA
Once again on Friday, January 30
Norma Designer Active Wear will be at the
•dresses
MUB
~\<'~.~
.
\)0
•over-size d shirts
\<'~ s
,
s?(
•skirts
~\o(
~
•jumpsuits
\<. ?(e...i\e
·
•pants & sweats
S<'ea
Great designs at grea1!ric:s~ .('{'\
'

,

Seacoast,Computer Company

seeks individual
to provide software support to client base.

Must have:

•excellent communication skills
•knowledge of microcomputers
·~bility to interface with clients in
a positive and professional manner

S~-H~S~

Salary and hours negotiable. Position is part-time. Call Mr. Burger
or Mr. McAdan at 926-2551 or send resume to:

TEE·SHIRTS,!
50150 COTTON-POLY
FABRIC SILKSCREEN,
COLOR DESIGNS.

REWARD
$100
For the safe return
of our dog, a male
golden retriever,
long fur, medium
color, brown leather collar, 3 years .·
old. Lost in the vie- market on
i n i t y o f B a y Answers to Moose
Rd./Smith Garri- or Mooski.
so n Rd . , N e w - Call 659-5565 anytime.

CLIP AND SEND WITH ORDER
S M L X-L PRICE TOTAL

1. SHOE-T
0 0 DD $9.95
2.CATS-T
DD DD 9.95
3. THE FEW . .. --T
D D D [] 9.95
8
('I} .
J\
4. LOON-T
D 0
l 1 9 95
. >fA.()t t'D~el)..
5. AWESOME!-T
0 0 0 0 9:95
~
""'~
6. SKY-MAN-:-T
DD DD 9 95
, ._
7. CHRISTMAS-T
0 0 [J [J 9:95
'•
8. SHOE POWER-T
0 0 [J
9.95
1
) .• ~~ \·')~.
.
J,
·
9. 'THE SHOE MUST GO ON' (BOOK)
0 6.95
~..,,re~
~
10. 'ON WITH THE SHOE' (BOOK)
LJ 6.95
~---&w re~·>;\<'~~- 11. ''SHOE FOR ALL SEASONS' (BOOK)
6.95
·- - ·--12. 'GREATESTSHOEONEARTH'(BOOK) LJ 6.95
PLUS $1.50 PER ITEM
NAME I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I ! -postage & handling

..>\.{~'.~"
' '

~

c

"'': ~·,
1-1·\'
't'>'\ (,~~

' ...i'ff'~'· ~~iK~. ,_~·~.
'~f'<i',f().{,

. ..

ADDRESS
CITY

D

I I I

I I I

~

.;:._ _· .

J

::-1

I I )_Ll_ J_J_J_J_J_J

APT.

I I I I I I I . I l__I

=-~·

=

___ _
____ _
___ _
- _ _;,
__
--

LJ_J

I I I I I

LL.~l__,__,__._._-1-.
l ~l--"I ~l~l__._l~l_L,_
I ~'~'

LIN·TEXl

ACCOUNT NO.

0

==

I j I I I ,More GRAND TOTAL - - -

STATE

ZIP L.Ll

CHECK

---

[ffi] DI,r,~~::::::l l.__;_._~_.·.~-A:~~·--'' ---S-IG-NA-TU-RE-_

5446 H~y. 290W, # .) 1
Austin, Texas 78735

--

THIS OFFER BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

PHONE ORDERS
EkCOME

12) 8 2-4870 .
~LEAS~

ALLOW 4-6
WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

..

.. ..

~--~·:r:··:r:··:r:··:r:··:r:":t:":t:••:r:":t:":t: :r:···:r:··:r:··~··~··~··~ ~ ~··~··~·~~
~n~...........•.•···········~·······································~..~••~••~••~.,~••~••~:u~

~u~

~~

':' ':

~U~

~U~

~U~

~U~

~u~

STOLEN PASSPORT
Red & Blue CB jacket with
passport in right hand pocket
Taken from Sigma B·eta on Thurs., Jan.

~~

: ~
~JC~

~JC~

~JC~

23

~JC~

Don't care ahout jacket, but

~n~
~

~u~ ·~

NEED PASSPORT

~~~~~

..

~U~

3 Strafford Ave.

.. .. .

.~JC~.

~!':ti":T:'':T:":T:''iT:'':T:'':T:":T:":T:'':T:":T:'':T:":T:''~··~··~
......................................................................
.. . ...~··~··~"~"~
.. ....41·~
~ ~ ~ ~

I

~ ~ ~ ~ ~~

The Hottest
name
in

Shown:

FITNESS!

The

'PHASE I™

Drop in
and see
the latest
styles.

tennis shoe
s3299

Available for men & women
from

I We take y.our sport seriously

.D'S
RE

0

-\0~

I.

\):SHOE
·B ARN
·

,...-~~~~~~~~-

M-F
9:30-9

SUN.
12-5

,

Dover
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-------MICROSCO PE------in which "sub cellular parts"
are examined.
Nancy Che rim, UNH electron microscope technologist,
said researchers and students
can learn to use the machine in
four to six hours.
The Instrumentation Center
established a~ -UNH in 1973~

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

provides direct access to many
scientific instruments for all
cam pus researchers.
In addition to the new Hitachi
scope, the center also has a
transmission electron microscope and a scanning electron
microscope.

r:"""J"'J"'J"". . ..,,,...,,,..
. . . . . . . . ....c-"".,,,...,,,...,,,..
..
..........,,,...,,,.....r..,..........
--=

Word processiag, resumes, reports, letters.
proposals, thesis, y1u
creation professioaally
typed.
436-2334

COMPREHENSIVE 40 HOUR COURSE
-.....-..~To

§

I§

Prepare You For The Real Estate Profession
& License ExamBuying or Selling Real Estate?
This course is for you too!
Learn the laws of Real Estate transactions.

§

I

- - . . - •Course approved by N.H. Real Estate Commission
• College credits available
• Tuition includes comprehensive Study Manual
- ........- - • Attend first lecture FREE
.._FREE repeat if you fail exam
• Practicing Real Estate is the source!
ask any broker

I

§
§

ssS

II }i
.,
g
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
I§

Typistry

NH's largest shoe store has
openings in the Men's Dept.
Sales and Stock. Flexible
shifts. Includes days, evenings, or weekends. 1540 hrs. per week. Call 7421893. Dave Whitehouse,
Red's Shoe Barn, Dover,
NH . Near the Kari-Van
route.

(continued from page 3)
tional sciences, will also use the
microscope. According to Dotchin, more than 10 UNH researchers will use the new
machine.
According to Dotchin, certain
_kinds of research, such as
Rodgers', are being conducted
at the "ultra-structural level"
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II
I§

Salt. It's responsible
for a lot more than S
seasonir:1g your food. It can .
also contribute to high blood
pressure, a risk factor for
R
stroke and heart attack. It's a~
habit you can't afford not to
shake.
·

--.**WEEKEND REVIEW-CRASH COURSE•*
FOR FEBRUARY 22nd EXAMINEES

I
§
§
§
§
s

American Heart
Association

§

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR

I

§
§ tudenrs all over campus, like these residen.ts of Young Drive,
§ njoyed Super Bowl XX parties in front of television sets last

(VISA. MASTERCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED)

3 HOUR CONTINUING-RECERTIFICATION COlJlSE
· For licensed real estate brokers/salespersons

1...._un_d_a_y._<_c_in_d_y_R_i...;c~;._ph_o_t_o_)~-----------t

YOUR LIFE

§

Friday 6:30-10pm and Saturday and Sunday 8:30-6pm. Exclusively to prepare you for the broker/sales persons ecam
(note deadline for filing with NH Real Estate Commission was
1/2/86).

Call or write for brochure:

m0rnm =~~'! ~.~

§

.

.,.,,..,,.J"'~..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r_,..'......-_d

1-800-227-4220 or 603-6?2--0002

TO YOUR
FUTU

!Jie New Hampshire
is )ooking for dynamic and
. .
for these positio .
motivated people
• d
. .
ns.
a ven1smg associate
•graphic assistants
• h
P otographers
•reporters
• pr_oduction assistants
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. m any oth er positions
~<..;:up applications in Rm 151 . h
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Compensated positions
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Ready to
,
unlock your :'!'"'
potential?
., ,~
Then here
are your keys.
We're looking
for delivery drivers
with the ambition to
advance through
our system..stepby-step.
Call or stop in your
local Domino's Pizza
store today for more
employment information.
Who knows? the keys to
your future just might
be waiting for you at
Domino's Pizza.

Call us.
868-6230
Durha.m Shoppi·n
Ce·nter
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Editorial
A reprieve for
It is rarely encouraging to witness an
administration overuling a democratically
elected body, but fortunately foe certain
students, that is just what Residential Life
did recently. Last semester, the ~tudent
senate voted in favor of including .the special
interest dormitories in the dreaded lottery
system - a scheme that would have made
mini-dorm residents as vulnerable to
eviction as students living elsewhere on
campus. However, Residential Life Director
Carol Bischoff felt the democratic solution
was the wrong solution in this instance
and decided to preserve the privil~ged status
outside the lottery system. Bischoff' s
defiance of the senate's wishes has almost
certainly saved a concept in dormitory living
/
well worth preserving.

Editorial
To the Editor:
To clarify several points for Ed
Mander, editor of The New Hampshire, the University System of NH
is comprised of three campuses, all
with their own divestment movements. True, the UNH Student
Senate voted against divestment,
but the Student Senate at Ply.m outh
State voted overwhelmingly in
favor of divestment ( 19-1 , as a
matter of fact). Also, the Keene
<State divestment movement is
heavily supported by two influential
constituencies: the Faculty Union
and the Greek system.
Ed Mander speaks ad nauseum
about democracy and what he sees
as a lack of respect for it within ·the
organization, People for a Free
South Africa (PFSA). Yet he neglects to comment on the state of
democracy in the Student Senate
or the Board of Trustees. During
the hearing held by the Student
Senate at UNH regarding divestment, only one person was invited
to speak on the issue of divestment:
Professor Doug Wheeler, who has
taken a public stance against any
kind of economic sanctions. Having
only one person speak at such an
important testimonial as this is
hardly democratic. Also, one student
senator asked for the vote and the
issue of divestment to be tabled for
a week (a normal parliamentary
procedure), designed to give senators a chance to consult their
constituents and consider the issue
more fully. The motion to table was
denied, however, by Deanne Ethier
who insisted that the Senate vote
that evening. This and conversations with senators have given
PFSA reason to question the depth
of knowledge of the Student Senate
surrounding South Africa and the
issue of divestment. There is also
the question as to how closely the
Senate vote reflected student opinion.
From his editorial throne, Ed
Mander questions the efficacy of
refusing to leave the Preside nt's
office as a means of protest. Clearly,
Mander knows little about political

~he

mini-do rms
succeeded in providing a constructive and
stimulating environment for the pursuit
of extra-curricular activities.
If these students were subject to the
lottery, the mini-dorms, as Bischoff pointed
out, would face the risk of losing some of
their most active leaders. The spaces left
by these unfortunate individuals would be
filled with students whose only interest
was living on campus. Consequently, the
special interest dormitories would cease
to be anything special at all. The student
senate should have followed the recommendation of its own Residential Life
Council, which advised keeping things as
they are. However, the housing director
went ahead anyway, and the mini-dorms
won a reprieve.

On-campus life is no bed of roses ,
especially as far as larger dormitories like
Stoke and Williamson are concerned, where
residents are frequently the victims of their
unruly colleagues. False fire alarms~ vandalism and littering are an all too familiar
feature in the bigger dormitories, in contrast
to life in the special interest housing. In
the mini-dorm "village," residents exercise
common interests in a personable, more
cohesive environment.
This is not to say that life in the minidorms is all roses. Some of them have
difficulty finding enough students committed to a special interest, with the result
that Residential Life fills the vacancies at
random with incoming freshmen. But in
spite of this, the dormitories have generally

commitment, or maybe he is simply
above politics. Would he ha ve
questioned Martin Luther King's
persistence in wanting to abolish
racism? Probably so. It may interest
Mander to know that Martin Luther
King was more of an inspiration
for the peaceful protest at Thompson Hall than anything happening
at Dartmouth that same day.
Finally , it is curious that the.
editor of such a reputable newspaper as The New Hampshire should
refuse to take a clear and defended
stance on divestment, focusing only
on certain parties involved (PFSA,
for example), rather than the issue
of divestment itself. Ed Mander
seems more bent on stereotyping
and name-calling PFSA than on
developing a researched and
thoughtful position on divestment.
Why does he also refuse to acknowledge the fact that the divestment
movement involves community
people, instructors, alumni, and
concerned students not associated
with PFSA?
We, as students in the divestment
movement, challenge and invite
intelligent criticism of, and only
of, the divestment issue. We refuse
to acknowledge or address personalized attacks of the parties involved . Ed Mander, come down
from your editorial throne!
Babette Lamarre
Al Bernstein

•
Dear Confused Editor:
Talk about meaningless actions,
your writing of the editorial condemning the apartheid protestor's
(sic) occupation of the President's
office heads the list. Not only did
you miss the point, but insult your
own understanding of what America is all about.
I'm sure the same type of manure
was heaped out by other chicken

"let someone else do it" people
when the " indians" (sic) dumped
the tea into Boston Harbor. Or
when Martin Luther King marched
all the way to Washington just to
make a point . Symbolic protest
(since you don't know ) is simply

that . If everyone laid back a nd
pointed fingers as you feel qualified
to do, soon this country would rot
down into the selfish, money hungry society you, and all your conservative pals are aiming us towards. _
Take a break from yourself,
maybe watch some Sesame Street,
and you might start to really
understand why you should have
applauded the protestor's (sic) .
Because, maybe, people like them
might be able to save you from
yourself. P.S. I didn't attend or have
any thing to do with the protest.
David Orlando

Red Cross
To the Editor:
Are you feeling blue and downhearted as the "Love Month"
approaches?
Well, Red Cross policy was
designed to help those downhearted
and lonely, and never let it be said
that Durham Red Cross does not
follow the original standards!
We have an ideal solution for you
at our Valentine blood drive; scheduled for Monday, February 10th
through Friday, February 14th from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at your"Lovable
MUB!"
It will indeed be "A UNH Love
Affair" when we return to make
life brighter for you and you return
to make life brighter for another.
We will surround you with love
on every side from our volunteers,
from other heroic donors and from
our romantic decor!
Remember: "Roses Are Red,
Violets Are Blue, February Is
Coming, We Hope You Are Too!"
Jarry Stearns
Durham Red Cross Blood Chairperson

Letters to the editor
should be typed and
signed, and must include an address and
telephone number for
verification.
Address all mail to:

Write letters
to your

The New Hampshire,
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Room 151,
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University Forum
-

In search of democracy
The editor of The New Hampshire, Edmund
Mander, seems to be frustrated with life in this
pluralistic and free country. I would hate to think
Mander has the "clear contempt for the democratic
process" for which he accuses me. The increasing
awareness of the University investment policy in
South Africa only seems to add to his frustration.
Mander cannot prevent the campus from critically
evaluating the role of these companies, despite
his censorship tactics and four editorials asking
us to judge the situation superficially. He recently
resorted to name-calling, accusing me of trying
to undermine democracy.
.
The first case of censorship that I know of occurred
in November. An argument for divestment was
written ·by members of People for a Free South
Africa (PFSA). The UNH admini~tration asked
us to publish it in the "University Forum." Mander
immediately refused because it was too lengthy.
The following week, however, another editorial
more than twice its length was published in its
entirety. Our original argument was later condensed
to two pages, the length Mander claimed was proper
for the "Forum." The editors again refused to let
us print it in either of the "Letters" or the "Forum"
columns. We were told not to write anything more
on South Africa, there wasn't enough room. Mander
·published four editorials against divestment, three
of which attacked the PFSA. Yet we were hardly
allowed to respond.
·
Unfortunately, Mander's influence goes farther
than the editorial board. Another reporter said
she was told the articles should have a conservative
bias, because the newspaper and the University'
were conservative.
·
I cannot say how often Mander exercises his
authority but I have read The New Hampshire
thoroughly, and not once have they given an indepth evaluation of the problems in South Africa
or with our investment policy. The New Hampshire · has presented its opinion that we should
continue mvesting in racism dozens of times.
Incidently;Jerry Falwell, the man Mr. Mander claims
I resemble, advocates the same. Mander claims that
continued investment in corporations like IBM
will magically improve conditions for blacks in
South Africa. He fails to recognize that going along
with the grain doesn't change much. Firstly, we
have little influence over the companies in question.
The most we can do is sell our stock to symbolize

By Rick Kohn

dissatisfaction and dent their public image unles ..
they take visible action. Secondly, the companies
in question do little to bring about structural changes
in South Africa. Some of them promise to improve
working conditions for the blacks, but less than
one percent of the black population works for
American companies. The tangible influence of
US companies lies with their import and export
practices. We do not need South African minerals,
but we buy chem because they are inexpensive. South
Africa does need our money and technology in order
to facilitate acts of aggression, both domestically
and internationally. Black leaders like Bishop
Desmond Tutu and Nelson Mandela advocate
complete divestment now.
Many of the companies involved sign the Sullivan
Principles which make them promise to improve
the working conditions of their factories in South
Africa. Over half the signatories fail to return
progress reports or allow monitoring. Of those
that return reports, many of them fail. Other firms,
like Ford Motor Company, receive top ratings, while
they engage in union busting and provide police
and military vehicles for the government. Reverend
Sullivan, the man the principles are named for,
rejects the code and calls for complete divestment
by May of 1987.
Edmund Mander takes it upon himself to prevent
the spread of this information. Ultimately, he
attempts to make us think more superficially about
the problem. Other activities that stimulate thought
and discussion also threaten Mander. He opposed
the construction of the "Inhumanities Library"
by PFSA members last semester. The month long
activity reached hundreds of students, increasing
awareness of human rights violations in other parts
of the world. It may also have inspired the shanty
construction at Dartmouth and the University of
Vermont. Mander also denounced the nonviolent
sit-in demonstration in the President's office last
week. He claims that I readily di~missed diplomatic
and conventional means and that I do not .have
"respect for democracy." The fact is that I would
never lay down my beliefs in diplomacy or democracy.
Protests like the one last week, and the ones we
will see in the future, are a part of the democratic
system. Only Trustees are allowed to vote officially
on USNH practices, but we believe that they will
take our opinions into consideration when they
vote. They will, that is, if they are aware of them.

Sometimes our feelings are strong enough that
they require an alternative vehicle for expression.
Sometimes The New Hampshire, with Mander's
imposed restrictions, is just not enough to present
our views. This is a pluralistic soci~ty where tolerance
to different views exists and different means of
expressing those views are available. if Mander
doesn't like it, perhaps he should apply for an
editorial position on the Soviet newspaper, Pravda.
Mander claims, "It would be a good idea, in order
to avoid chaos, for students concerned with issues
connected with Afghanistan, Poland, the USSR,
the Middle East, abortion, starwars, the room lottery,
parking, etc., to book Haaland's outer office well
in advance." This statement shows he doesn't
understand plurality, for I envision no chaos or
conflict among people connected with these or any
other issues. In fact, I heartily accept even Mander' s
right to present his own reactionary ideas. I object,
however, when he restricts other students from
the same right. We're not talking about the
independent UNH Herald. We're talking about
. a student-funded newspaper, we all have the right
to participate regardless of our beliefs. The
censorship of the newspaper is not democratic
because, unlike the occupation of Haaland's office,
it interferes with the rights of others. Maybe Mander
is frustrated that students are learning of ways ro
show their beliefs other than writing for his
newspaper.
Our self-proclaimed defender of democracy on
campus has not thought seriously enough about
what the wor-d democracy means. What is the
meaning of rule by che people? Students are the
majority population on campus, bur do we make
the important decisions? We continue investing
in South Africa because our Trustees do not want
to offend che Fortune 500 companies that donate
money to the U nivers1ty. This University is ruled
by the industrial complex. Mander makes a mistake
common to ultraconservatives; he confuses capitalism with democracy. Mander believes we should
simply give up co the powers that be. A person
that believes we should never question those in
charge, should nor be allowed to edit a newspaper.
A person char cries to stop ochers from questioning,
should nor even be :illowed to write for the UN H
Herald.
Rick Kohn is a graduate student at the university.
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A rebuttal
§ In his article "In search of democracy," Rick Kohn
§alleges chat The New Hampshire has on various
§occasions exercised political censorship, in news
§articles and in the allocation of space on the
§University Forum page, concerning the anti- ·
§apartheid organization People f<;>r a Free South
§Africa. The New Hampshire editorial board would
§like to take the opportunity to state chat no such
§censorship has been exercised and that such practice
~--is contrary to the policy and spirit of this newspaper.

§ •A submission by Kohn last semester was rejec~ed
§as unsuitable for the University Forum both owmg
§to its length, (it would have required several more
§pages than are allocated to this section of the
§newspaper) and also becaus~ much of th~ material
§had already been included rn news stones. Kohn
was offered the opportunity to resubmit a condensed
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version, but declined to do so. It was also suggested§
to Kohn that some issues raised in his article be5
included in another news story. Again Kohn dedined§
the offer.
5
• Ac no time was the PFSA advised by any member§
of The New Hampshire to refrain from writing§
anything more on South Africa. Furthermore, twice 5
in the following two weeks, the University Forum§
was entirely taken up by articles favoring divestment 5
from companies with interests in South Africa.
5
• Kohn claims that two reporters (he declined to§
name them) told him that stories were subject to§
political censorship. According to all the reporters§
assigned to cover PFSA events, no such conversation§
ever took -place.
§
Space permitting, The New Hampshire strives§
to provide fair representation of all views expressed§
regarding both on-campus and other issues.
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When writing ...
Articles must be
signed and include
a telephone number
for verification.
Drop your typed,
double-spaced articles at The New
Hampshire, Room
151 in the MUB.
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student television network

GE NE RA L ME MB ER S ·
ME ETI NG

·

Tues, Janua ry 28, 1986 7:00 to 8:00 pm
~ The Belkn ap Room , Top Floor, MUB
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Arts 8t Features
ACT F: New England's talen t with some twist s
By Ami Walsh .
The 18th annual American
College Theatre Festival, hosted
by UNH for the second consecutive year, was a success. At least
if you're counting numbers: over
2,000 theater-goers enjoyed one
or more of the seven competing
productions staged at the Johnson Theater this past weekend.
"Thi~ year was the largest
attendance we've ever had,"
admitted Tom Scharff, UNH
Theater manager and coordi. nator of the festival.
Seven productions were chosen from fifty-one entries to
compete in the New England
Regional Festival. There are
twelve regional festivals being
held throughout the country this
January and February.
From the productions presented at these festivals, up to
seven productions will be selected to be part of a noncompetitive national festival
at the John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts in May.
For the fifth time in seven
years, with the selection of "The
Homecoming, . , UNH was represented at the festival. Although a UNfI production has
yet to . attend the National
A scene from "Benton the Thief," a Japanese Kabuki play featured at the American College. Theatre Festival this past
Festival in Washington, this
(Bert Silverberg photo)"
weekend.
year looks hopeful.
"Bue as far as the New .Eng- over titty entries, received the fanciful story of a young man bass, drum, and electronic mel"It's difficult to know how
who moves through an imagi- ody of the synthesizer situated
the judges will review the land area is concerned," he said, best acting award.
The American College Theat- nary world of flying white above stage left.
plays," said Scharff. "The judges "UNH is among the best."
take into consideration overall 11 David Magidson, director of er Festival concluded its 18th horses, princesses, trolls and
The Homecoming," has been festival Saturday night with demons.
performance, the design, acting
Yet the Hawed moments were
and technical proficiency. In department chairman of UNH' s University of Southern Maine's
cast
the
of
by some brilliant ones
member
off-set
striking
A
"Gynt."
production
fourteen
for
department
addition they are looking for theater
Since the premiere of "Peer was the character Fancy. Played as well. The whining, peevish
plays which fulfill the American years, and has directed more
Theater Association's goals and than forty productions for var- Gynt" in 1938, an opera which by Tina Allen, f'.ancy wove into character Sam proved so effecious companies. Magidsori' re- Hitler, himself, attended, the the production a professional tive in·his comical portrayal,
objectives."
flected on this year's festival theatrical rendition of Erik quality of ac.t ing and singing. that as the play progressed his
exA,
AT
The goals of the
the mere ~ appearance on stage setplained Scharff, are to encourage and confessed it was "the best Ibsen epic poem has adapted Unfortunately the talents of
wellas
not
were
cast
off a ripple of laughter through
remaining
SatOn
forms.
musical
many
been."
ever
has
it
revivals
original
new plays and
not
but
act,
could
Some
the audience. Jaye Churchill,
rounded.
Johnson
UNH's
in
Although the winning pro- · urday night
of American classics. Scharff
but
sing,
Sarah, although her
could
portraying
Others
sing.
of
University
The
Theater,
aQnounced
be
not
will
duction
eleven
are
there
also added that
lines
often
something to be
Too
left
act.
acting
not
could
their
presented
Maine
other regional festivals across until March, costume, student Southern
a wonderful love
sponof
sang
tone
a
desired,
achieve
not
did
the
of
version
rock
musical
own
indiand
make-up
to
playwright,
difficult
is
it
so
country,
the
sounding
out
came
but
tanaeity,
song.
classic.
given
determine how UNH rates . vidual acting awards were
A dimly lit forest of crooked flat and forced. And too often
against productions at the na- out Saturday night. UNH's
Jeffre_y Hupfer, chosen f_rnm trees set the scene for the voices were overwhelmed by the
tional level.

"The Colo r Purple:" bloss omin g on the scree n
The Color Purple
Directed by Steven Spielberg
Warner Brothers Pictures
By Marc Carroll

The Color Purple is one of
those movies, contrary to general consensus, that you don't need
to bring tissues to. What you
do need to bring is a towel.
There .are those people who
hate to go to "movies that make
them cry" because their faces
or necks ,get blotchy, however,
I myself am such a person and
I managed to enjoy The Color
Purple anyway. It's a movie
that's well worth its money.
The Color Purple, narrates
the story of a young black girl
(Celie, played by Desreta Jackson at age 14), twice raped by
her father, and forced by him
to marry a man who first asked
to marry her sister, Nettie,
excellently played by Akosua
Danny Glover and Whoopi Goldberg star as the ill-tempered "Mr." and Celie, the woman . Busia. The movie is concerned
wjth the relationship between
who escapes and outgrows him in "The Color Purple." (Warner Brothers photo)

Nettie being the only one Celie
knows tr~ly loves her.
Spielberg, the director of
Jaws, Close Encount~rs, E.T.,
has been criticized for his treatment of the movie, .but I think
he did a damn good job. He
adapted Alice Wa~ker's book,
but didn't follow it to the letter
. (pun intended). He knows the
difference between what makes
a good movie, and what makes
a good book, as. does Menno
Meyies, the movie's screenwriter.
What has been criticized
about the movie is Spielberg's
supposed lack of enthusiasm in
filming the scenes involving
adult actors, (Whoopie Goldberg plays the adult Celie with
Oscar award nomination quality), as opposed to his scenes
with the young actors. The
children's scenes really capture
the child's point of view, while
th_e_ later scen~s, again _sol!le
PURPLE, page 16_
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Are you ready forFreddy 2? Mr. Moto returns
to the page

A Nightmare on Elm Street Part
II: Freddy's Revenge
Directed by Jack Sholder
· New Line Cinema
By Cat~y McCarron

" You've got the body, I've got
the brain," the back-from-thedead killer Freddy Krueger
cackles, yanking the skin off his
head to expose a hunk of soggy
gray matter. Gross you say?
Perhaps, but it's the most brains
. you'll see in this picture.
"A Nightmare on Elm Street
Part II: Freddy's Revenge"
combines farce, sometimes unintentionally, with suspense and
gore to make this year's rendition a better than average
sequel. This time Freddy Krueger (Robert Englund), equipped
with his trademark four-inch
steel fingernails, returns to the
screen bigger and badder· than
ever. The movie, however, fails
to deliver sufficient gore or
suspense to be either; the
shocker or the thriller it waffles
between.
The movie starts out with all
the basic ingredients for a good
shocker. Set in the same house
as the original "A Nightmare
on Elm Street," we discover the
routine story where the new
owners become victims of the
curse of the house. This "Amityville Horror" motif includes
a penny pinching, cowardly·
father who doesn't divulge the
house's black past to his unsuspecting family.
These innocent fold are subject to their pet parakeet's
exploding and the toaster's
spontaneously combusting without a word of explanation from
dear old Dad.

One might wonder, as might
most reasonable people, why,
after seeing your precious parakeet explode in a ball of
feathers and poppy seed, you
don't conclude that something
is seriously wrong with your
house's karma.
In this episode, Freddy wants
to manipulate the new boy,Jesse
(Marc Patton), into killing for
.him. Patton acts well as an
agitated basketcase. But his
attempt to sing and dance
around his bedroom in a rip-off
of Tom Cruises' "Old Time Rock
'n Roll" segment from "Risky
Business" is laughable.
Unfortunately, Jesse, being
the new boy at the local high
school, must withstand fiendish
childish pranks such as getting
his sweatpants pulled down by
his classmates who have twentyfive year old bodies to counterbalance their pea brains. As if
that isn't enough to contend
with, the physical education
reacher, who is a homosexual
into S&M, has taken a liking to
the ."pretty boy." Certainly a
novel plot construction.
Lisa (Kim Myers), called the
"rich bitch" by her high school
contemporaries, is the film's
most redeeming character. She
is not one of the standard, tall,
blonde covergirl murder targets
that is found in every teen
horror movie.
Instead, she is an attractive,
insecure girl who falls headover-heels for Jesse and wants
· desperately to hang onto her
bo~~riend.

She is aggressive and ionely
and she is the heroine of the
film. Reminiscent of old Nancy
Drew novels, Lisa's discovery
of an old, dust-covered diary
adds a classic touch to the film.

The special effects are the real
stars of this film. Freddie takes
over Jesse's body to live within
him-a painfully old and cheap
Think Fast, Mr. Moto
effects-saving contrivance. To
P ..Marquand
John
get out to perform his killing
Little, Brown and Company
duties, Freddie bursts his mutilated head through Jesse's ~88 pages
unsuspecting chest, causing his Hy A.ndrea Holbrook
body to sever in two. That's 011e
thing about Freddie, he knows
how to come into a scene. Using
the most subtle of physical
Think Fast, Mr. Moto was
irony, Jesse comes to live within originally published in 193 7,
Freddie. Freddie, the person- and Little, Brown and Company
ificatiOn of evil, has swallowed thought enough of it co reissue
Jesse and hardly in the symbollic it this month. Little, Brown and
sense either.
Company were entirely correct
When Freddie opens his in their assumption.
mouth to release his customary
Think Fast, Mr. Moto is a
cackle, we can see Jesse's big, delightful mystery a la period
blue eye peering through his piece. Mr. Moro is a Japanese
throat.
secret ageoc working for his
Jesse is doomed to reside emperor and looking after a prewithin the killer's body forever, World War H Japan's expanhis own fear of spawning life sionist interests.
into Freddie's wicked sinews.
The plot begins in Shanghai
Of course, the solution is at the respectable banking firm
tiresomely simple. The bravery of Hitchings Brothers. Wilson
and love of another person Hitchings, a staid young Amerwould melt Freddie as easily as ican, has recently joined the
water did the Wicked Witch. family firm. His f irsc assignThus we must rely on Lisa in ment is to close down a gama cliff hanger ending which bling house owned by his attractakes place in a huge boiler tive cousin, Eva, in Hawaii. Even
room-an industrial version of a scene of scandal couJd ruin the
hell on earth. Though the classic firm's good name.
struggle of good vs. evil is a bit
Young Hitchings soon finds
trite, "Elm Street Part II" is himself in Honolulu, trying to
above many horror films for the buy ·our Eva, the family black
simple fact that it attempts to sheep. On his first day, Wilson's
make any statement at all.
life is threatened, he sees Mr.
Alas, the "Rocky" syndrome Moro, whom he mer briefly in
seized the makers of "Elm Sreet Shanghai, and finds that no one
Pan II" as the story relinquished likes the Hitchings family much
its satisfactory ending to set us because of what they did co Eva
up for yet another "Nightmare and her father.
What exactly the family did,
on Elm Street," the horror of
vhich I daresay would keep Hitchings has no idea.
Hitchings decides co go to .
nany people awake for longer
Eva's gambling house. He sees
han they were ·i n this movie.

the poker cables, the bridge
room, and finally die House's
crooked roulette wheel.
Someone is using Eva's gambling house and its crooked
wheel to launder funds going
into the Chinese province o
Manchuria.
Hitchings wanes ic stopped
because of the bank and famiJy
name. Mr. Moro wants it
stopped because the Russians
may be involved. And Eva
doesn't wane it stopped becaus
it could mean her life.
It's a crooked game that will
land the impassive Wilson
Hitchings in an intrigue wher
he muse cooperate with his wil
cousin Eva and Mr. Moto if any
are going co survive.
Throughout the book, Mr.
Moro fades in and out, givin
helpful hints and needed aid.
le isn't until the lase 40 page
char the Japanese plays a prom
inenc role bur it is in tru
dramatic Mr. Moro fashion.
Wilson Hitchings does no
crust Mr. Moro and does no
cruse Eva, he doesn't even trus
the island's tropical atmosphere
Bue· by relying on his family'
characteristic intuition, he bun
gles through, and in the end i
able co protect Eva and ch
family name.
There are six books in the Mr
Moro series, two were previous
ly reissued, Think Fast, Mr
Moto and Mr. Moto Is So Sarr
come our chis month, and th
final two will be reissued in July
I enjoyed Think Fast, Mr
Moto so much, I am going t
read the ochers. To quote Mr
Moro, they are "very, very nice
I like them so very, very much.'

---------PURPLE-------- (continued from page 15)

critics say, are thought 'to be dry ical, but the music fits. It's good
to hear music which adds to a
and less imaginative.
I don't think so. The critics movie instead of supporting,
are forgetting that Spielberg or detracting from it.
The movie is not perfect in
is basically a director of fantasy,
hence his treatment, not great a few respects, and I'm not just
criticizing for the sake of cribut good, of The Color Purple.
His camera is often at the ticizing.
On,e inst'ance in which I do
child's level, and sometimes
looks up at them, putting us in agree ~ith the critics is the scene
in which Shug (short for Sugar)
their world.
The later scenes seem less Avery, and Celie.kiss, Spielberg
imaginative simply because follows ic with a shot of Celie's
we're already used to seeing hand reaching co Shug's side.
adults at their own level and The camera then pans, to of all
many of Spielberg's camera things, wind chimes. Symbomovements add to the happy, lism? I think not, because it's
meaningless as it is. I think
fanciful tone of the movie.
fo one instance; Spielberg's Spielberg is shying away from
camera centers on a wallpapered an honest portrayal of a prewall while we hear the sound viously taboo subject at the end
of a young girl's voice reading of the scene. Not to be crass,
off-camera. Then the . voice but the camera's movement
becomes that of woman; a nice away is cheap and uninformatransition between the younger tive. Spielberg showed what he
did show, tastefully. A little
and the older Celie's.
Another time, the camera more would only have helped.
There isn't much else asked,
zooms into the open dark mouth
of an empty mailbox to show maybe the transformation of
the total emptiness of Celie's a young girl into an old woman
life, as she waits for the ever- (make-up), or with Sofia, (well
absent letters from her sister cast Ophrah Winfrey, who adds
Nettie. Spielberg then cuts to not only a·good dramatic actress
a darkly lit scene, reinforcing to the movie, but needed comic
relief), who's hair turns conthe tone of the previous shot.
The · Color Purple is one of siderably grey after eight years
those movies that you wish was in prison. But still the movie
perfect because it's so enjoyable, is good, simply because you feel
especially the musical numbers, so very good after leaving it.
The Color Purple is a must
as when Shug Avery (Margaret
Avery), Celie's lover, sings a to see, even if you are a crier,
gospel song as · she walks to . there's no way you'll be the only
church. The film is not a mus- one in the theatre crying.

a

The cast of UNH's production of "The Homecoming," one of the several plays selected
from New England colleges for performance at this past weekend's American College Theatre
Festival. (UNH Theatre photo)
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The·GRANITE announces two
positions available immediatelv:

**

E
**
**
*

~

**
!
**
***

~

1. Associate Editor

**

i

*!*

to be Editor-in-Chief, 1?~7 GRANITE

*~·

**

~

2.Assistant Business Manager

E

!*

*

~

to coordinate the 1986 GRANITE subscription

*~
'
**
**
*:*

*~
*
**
**
**
!*

pro gram.

~
~-

*Applications on the door of room 125 MUB, GRANITE Office.
Due no later than 4:0,0 P·!fl·, Monday, February 3. ~
.

**
*

i

~

**
*

!

*SENIORS*

Don't forget to get your senior
portrait snapped February 17-28. Sign up now in
the GRANITE
Office.
.
'

E
~

*

~

· ..~~

**********************************************************************************~=

NORTHWbdD OP.TICAL
EYEGLASS&: SOFT CONTACT LENS
.
REPLACEMENT CENTER
Your Doctor's Prescription Accurately Filled
..----------•11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111w11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SINGLEVI_SJONLENSES(:=')
..
o.. or o. r...Nelm Power lbliae

SUNGLASSES
SALE

s3900
.

·.

SPECIAL
SOFT CONTACT LENS SALE Permaflex EW

UV PROTECl10N A MUST!
B ti: L SUNGLASSFS

·-

~-~

.or
..._ B & L ~~tended Wear

ALMOST WHOLESALE TO THE PUBLIC

SOFrCONTACTSAT.SOFrPRICES :!'.:

Sunglasses from $15.00 to $59.00
All with ULTRAVIOLET Protection

:::~~.

Most Major Soft ContKts Can Be Ordered At A SaYlapl

CONTACl'ACCF.SSORIES

=

ALLIRGAN COLDPACK COMPLETE

..u•s.oo

~

CATS 1000 SALE

'WAYFARER SALE

BARNES-mND INC.
GAS PERMEABLE DELUXE
CARE SYSTEM

:-:.t

SALE

AOSEl'T

~ATALYTICDISINl'ECTION

SYSTEM- ONE CUP

S~

$4.00

BARND-filND INC. Rea.

Deloe inen..i Kit m7 Sit.•

SALE' .

$9.00

·$5.00

•

CAIS 4000

$39.00 reg. $59.00

~

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111•11111111111111111111111111111111111111m11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111HHt11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

QUALITY CARE• QUALITY SERVICE
AT A FAIR PRICE

NORTHWb'1D·OPTICAL
~AROUTE4

NORTHWOOD, N.H. 03261

942-5304
Monday-Friday 9:30 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to ~:00 P.M.
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......

I

GARFIELD
ti'5 FON

·By JIM DAVIS

ro LIE HERE AND MUSE

ANl7 N\05£. ON THE MYRIAD Of
50LOTION5 ro THE WORLP'5 WOE6,

ON n-4E MEANING OF LIFE,

AND TO COUNT THE CRACKS
IN THE. C.E.ILINCS

© 1986 United Feature Syndicate.Inc.

Replace lost, Damaged,
or Discolored Lenses at a
Fraction of their Original

DOONESBURY

Costf
*Daily Wdar Lenses

By GARRY TRUDEAU
UffN AU:S SAIO ANO IXJNt, AFTER.

7Ht Pl6THA5SE/7ZH)JW()ff (0)165 HAiie 8lfeN c.otNIEl1 aJte IAJltL
R~AS.. A5.. lll.Mf/J..Yf11
KHO/AJ.

~~~'2S(Ql~~

•Amsot
•American Hydron
•Aosoft
•Bausch & Lomb
•Cibasoft
•Durasoft

NO,IJIHAT?

~60T70

54YSOMETHIN6

$41.93 pair

AT TJI; SlfRYIQ;.

'

* Tinted lenses
• Bausch & Lomb
Natural Tints
• Cibasoft Colors
5

63.97 pair

*bt1~W-.rL-11 '

•AOSoftcon
•Bausch & Lomb
•CooperVision
Permalens
•CSIT
•Durasoft3
•Genesis 4
•Hydrocurve

$57/pr.
$45/pr.
$67 /pr.
$97 /pr.
$57/pr.
$55/pr.
$87 /pr.

IF YOUR .BRAND IS NOT LISTED
HERE. SEND A COPY OF YOUR
PRESCRIPTION AND WE WILL
SEND YOU A QUOTE.

r-------------,

I

Da1e _ __

I Dear Doctor
I Please send me a cQpy of my 1a1es1 soh
I con1ac1 lens prescription Ptease complete
I ~~ !;,~ ';~~~-H..sOon as poss1bte Thank
I
: - - --Pa-he-nr S1gna1ure

BLOOM COUNTY

By BERKE BREATHED

I ..

Brano

. .~,;;•,..,

~,

:R __ - - IL _ _ - - - - 1
..

'OH, 1116 !1!111/ ~

::;:::_
<FrEN I HllP. .· ///·111•\\''-PROlON6eP
ff~.. CHRISTM/15 I
Fer/el{
5NOW... I~

MllM5""

'

SIK»/... C«Jl,

WONCJ6(.FU SNaN...

\

I
Water
I R - - .-- - - ll
'
'

loo•.1yw--;:-

I/NP 1Htr<emille<!'5 SYSl/.l
SH6f'fl€R!l... 5HC'5 WMl(/NG ONt.Y...
CHKl5TMl15 ~WCKIN&~... I'" IM .
Rf/!J/!tN&
ON Her< ~Haiti?!!?~..
,. ON lf€f( NCCK...

tee

ON, t:t:JNN!(( I
ON, 8/.ITZEN/..

(

--~ .

-- - -

.:OE••eoa.ow.••

L_-_::::.·::: :;::_---All lenses guaranteed first quality, and
are supplied .in the original factory
sealed vials.

ON...

\,

FOLLOW THESE 5 EASY STEPS
1 Acquire your complete contact lens
.prescription
2.Complete the order below
3 . Ma~ check. money order . or
complete credit card rnformaion payable to CLS. rnc
4. Enclose name . address & phone
number wrth order
· 5 Marl all rnformatron ta.

Contact Lens Supply, Inc.
30650 Carter Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44139
216/248-2416
·'Contact Lens Suppliers
for 25 years.''

SHOE

By JEFF MacNELLy ·

Please send ._ _ _ pairs at
only _ _ a pair.
UNH
•Total for lenses

_.o_o_

· •Shipping & Handling _ 2
•Total

I have enclosed total
payment in the following
manner:
__
. check
_ _ VISA

._ _ money order
_ _ MasterCard

(Personal Checks must be cleared
prior to shipment)
a..pAcc' . N e - - - - - - -

h....,.. •• _______

s...,... _______

•No single lens orders please.
~We will keep all pr~scriptions on file
for reorders.
• 90 °. of the lenses ordered are in our
inventory and ready to be shipped in 24 hoi.rs .

·~------·---
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THE MGH INSTITUTE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

cordially invites you to attend an

OPEN HOUSE
to learn more about the

GRADUATE PROGRAM
. IN NURSING
FOR NON-NURSE COLLEGE GRADUATES
Saturday, March 1, 1986
between 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon

Remember family or friends
with Special Occasion, Get Well
· or Memorial cards.

and Wednesday, March 12, 1986
between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m.
W•lcott Room, Wang Ambulatory Care
·
Center
Massachuaett8 General Hospital
Boston, Mauachusetts
For further information contact the
. Admi11ions Office
MGH Institute of Health Professions
Mauac~u1ett1 General Hospital
Ruth Sleeper Hall
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 726-3140

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOlJR LIFE
· ~

American Heart Association

V

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~""'"""""'""'""""""""'"""'""""""'"'"""""'""""""'"'""'""""'"""'"""""~

DERNESS
. TRAILS

1.

·

i

WINTER SALE
NOW THRU FEB 8TH
Woodsy Owl says
Stash Your Trash

G.ive a hoot.
Do.n't pollute.

CB SPORTS SKI PARKAS
CB SPORTS WINDBREAKERS

15-25% OFF
Forest Service, U.S.O.A. Fil
PATAGONIA OUTERWEAR 15-25% OFF
ALPINE SKI PANTS
20% OFF
ALPINE SKI SHELLS
15-25% OFF §gr.r..rJ""....r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..rJC:rr..r.r4
rv"\
§
SKI GLOVES
15-25% OFF I~'[ 9l 0''>
§
L~ JOIN us FOR
X-C SKI PACKAGES $99.50 Reg. 154.95 I
COFFEE
1
THERMAL UNDERWEAR
10-20% OFF 1
§ o=JL"~
\,U
&
§
§
§
25% OFF I
NO}l.TH-FACE
.
DONUTS!
I
§
15-25% OFF §8
GORETEX JACKETS
§
TURTLENECKS
20% OFF I Pistachio's is now open at 8:00 for I
' .muum Ulll llllll lllllllllllllllUUllllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllUUllllllUlllUU~

I

§ coffee &

donuts.
§
--Also we are now serving Nachos
with cheese-75¢ and soup every day ~
after six.

I
§
I
§ ·
M-F 8-11
§
Weekends 12-11
I
,____________.....__________________________, i
i,..,,..._,..,,._,..,,._,._,._,._,.._,..,,.._,._,.~_,._,._,._,._,._,._,._,._,._,._,._,._,...-o-..r..r..r..r..r..r...rJ""..rJ""J'"j
WE ARE SELLl·NG OUR CROSS COUNTRY
SKI RENT AL EQUIPMENT.
CompJete Package $89.95*
----*SPECIAL PRICE WITH UNH STUDENT 1.D. - - - -

I
I
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The most

denian<ijng;
challeng1ng;
enlightening;
.ngp~us,

sa .

.

.diffiCqlt,

~

re~

motivating and

excitingcourse ·.
you can take
in college.·

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAIN INC CORPS
Contact: Major Tom Taylor
Zais Hall Rm. 213
862-1078
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CLASSIFIED
[

Apartments for Rent

9]

Dover- 2 bedroom condo for rent. Brand
new fully applianced / washdryer I carport/fireplac e I balcony I gas
heat $600 lease and pets negotiable. Near
Kari -van stop. Call 603-430-8595.
Portsmouth 2 bedroom condos for rent
brand new. fully applianced . Washer I dryer.
Club house pool. tennis courts and carport
Gas heat. $550-600-650 balcony. Lease
negotiable and pets negotiable. Call 603-

Part -time work available in Stoke Hall
Microcomputer Cluster. Experience with
BASIC and I or appl ications software preferred. $3.75 / hr. to start. Call 2245

1977 Ford Granada 6 cyl., 4 spd .. V.good
tires. body, new front shocks. ·recent frontend alignment. AM/FM cass . stereo .
$650.00 or B.O. Call 742 -4138 after 5 pm.

Wanted personal care attendant to work
with 27 - year old male. Flexible hours
$5.00 / hour. For more info call Kevin
Robinson 431-5577

King size mattress with box springs and
frame . Excellent condition . Extra firm
support. $200.00 call 868-1152.

IMMEDIATE OPENING: CWSP-eligible
student to work for federally funded oncampus program work ing with disadvan taged NH students. Varied office-based
responsibilities . Rate of pay: $4 .00 / hour.
Call Carolyn Julian at 862-1562

~P-ersonals~]~

430-8595.
Room for rent in house in Dover. Near KariVan route. washer and dryer on premises.
Rent $200 per month plus 1 /2 utilities .
Prefer older student or grad student. Call
862-2583 days, 742-7304 nights. Ask for
Sue. or Perry.

J[llJ

w_anted___
. H_elp
'"---

LOST AND FOUND

Found in the New Hampshire Ad office:
1 hat. 1 pair of glqves. plastic telescope ,
Norton Anthology American Literature. Rm .
108 MUB.
Found-Male cat , gray with white spots
under chin. If you have any information
on his home . Please cal l Kim room 105
· or Tricia room 115. At 868-9608 or extension 4430.

$10-$360 weekly I up mailing circulars'
No quotas' Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed envelope: Success PO Box
470CEG . Woodstock. IL 60098
Workstudy Position. Pre-school aid. Mornings. Excellent pay. Newmarket Recreation
& Parks . Call 659-5563. Also needed
Aerobics Instructor (wkstdy not required).
Experience preferred. Eves 5-7. Excellent
pay On Kan-Van Route. Call Newmarket
Recreation & Parks 659-5563.
Earn money marketing Fortune 500 companies products on campus. Part-time
(flexible) hours each week. Call 1-800243-6679.

Work study applicants needed at Library .
$3.35 to start. See Mrs. Martling, Loan Desk.
or call 1534.

Florida Windsurfing $450 Spring Break!I
Join wet fun . the sailboarding store/school
for an exciting break this year. You fly to
Florida. we dr ive ana trailer your boardl
e s airfare . accomodations and
lnclud_
transfers. Call WET FUN today 430-8626
Doe CONGRATULAT IONSll Love your
roomies . who are not the best secret
keepers.
Great party Hoskin . Love the girl who did
the dishes.
Happy Birthday to you ! Happy Birthday
to you' Happy Birthday dear Macukewiczt
Happy Birthday to you'
So it 's one day late-at least I spelled your
name rightl

Waist high refrigerator for sale . Plenty of
room tor liquid refreshments. Will take best
offer. Call C. Brace. 868-1314.

SCUBA for Spring Break. Join WET FUN
the scuba store / school in Portsmouth. for
an exotic break this year. Our trip includes
airfare. resort . boat and unlimited diving .
meals. transfers . everything. Call WET FUN
. todya 430-8626 .

76 Mercury Marquis. 126k miles. New tires
and shocks. stereo. Just passed inspection.
Excellent condition. No rust. $950 or B.O.
Call Jaideep at 4036 or 868 -9892.

NATE A .-Happy Birthday earlylll Get
psyched for your birthday weekend . Crosscountry skiing is easy, I promise. Hope your
day will be a GREAT one!

Technics Receiver-Amp. TEAC Cassette
Deck. Kenwood Turntable with Memorex
Cleaning System. All in excellent condition .
All for $170. Call Jaideep at 4036 or 868.
9892.

MARK G.-1 saw you working
keasy on Saturday night and
to know you better. It you 're
getting aquainted send me
A friend of a friend.

at the SpeaI'd like to get
interested in
a personal. -

**********
·******
*

PERSONALS

~

~

Sue L- Happy Belated Birthday' Hope you
had fun celebrating the occasion. but then
agai~ -~hen don't you have fun?
Attention scooterpie: I don't care if we don't
have any money. WE ARE GOING TO GO
SOMEWHERE FOR SPRING BREAK'! Oh.
please. Oh. please. Oh Pleeeeeez! I'll get
another job ...sell my car ... my body ... my
mother'

----

MJ-How's that attractive new collar?!! Love.
that old drum major.
Is homosexuality a problem at UNH? Is
homophobia a problem on campus? Re
searcher would like to know your opinions .
Call Catherine at 749-2587.

~-

Send
personals
toyour
friends
lovers
roomates
professors
anybody

~

*
*
*
*~
~
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*'**************:**

Want to see your name in print?? SUBMIT
yciur papers NOW to Comm-entary. Must
pertain to the communication discipline
submissions . must be typed in duplicate
on 8 Y2 x11 paper. Due as soon as possible.
turn into THCO office.
Sarah S. When are you coming to experience this wild European life with me?'
The slopes of the Alps await your unique
style and expertise. I miss you tons-Happy
New Year. See you in a IJlalter of 5 months.
I'm happy; hope you're happy too . Love
Chrissie.
Interested in having the Boston Globe
delivered to your door each morning this
semester? Check for more information in
large ad elsewhere in this edition of the
New Hampshire. Soon you can say 'The
Globe 's here'"

... to information fron
the Federal government is
available to you at more
than 1,380 Depository Libraries across the countr
You can visit any of these
libraries and use the Depository collection free of
charge. 1b find th~ Federa
Depository in your area,
contact your local library
or write to the Federal
Depository Library
Program, Office of the
Public Printer, Washington
DC 20401.

What do you think about MTV and MUSIC
VIDEOS? Writer/resea.rch er would like
to know. Call 692-4460 anytime.
Adoption : Professional couple desires
family . If pregnant and wish to give your
child up tor adoption. please contact u·s.
Expenses paid. Confidential. Collect after
7 pm (617)-534-3171.

Federal Depository
Library Program

•

pr1ng19aa
MUB Mini ·Courses
•Astronomy
•Auto Repair
•Ballroom
•Basketry
-·Blues Harmonica
•Calligraph y
• ~ountry Dancing
•Drawing for Beginners
• Efficient Reading
· •From-Bogie to Bacall

UNH Student Tuition: $15-$20 for sixweek courses.

•Folk Art Painting
•Beginning Guitar
•Lampshad e Creations
•Managing Your Money Workshop
•Massage
•Self-Defense for Women
•Sign Language for Beginners
·•Stenciling
•Stained Glass for Beginners
•Yoga
Registration
Dates:

1

Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday

I January 27, 28 & 29
Time: i 9 a.m.-12 ooon & 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Place: : Student Activities
Programming Office

Room 126

Courses will start the
week of Feb. 3.

·

' Memorial Union (MUB)
· Phone: 8()2-1001
Due at Registration
Fee:

·

-

-
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Wildcat women gymnasts me·e t national powers
By Steve Langevin
Going against some of the
best teams in the country the
UNH gymnastics team did not
come away with any victories,
but did find out how it stands
nationally . .
Friday night the Wildcats
travelled to Penn State along
with Michigan State and Alabama. Alabama prevailed with
a score of 182.60, followed by
Penn St. with 179.75, Michigan
St. with 178.75 and UNH with
170.85.
Saturday UNH improved its
score to a 173.45 but were edged
out by the University of Pitts·burgh in Pennsylvania.
"Our goal for Friday at Penn
St. was to break 170.00, which
we did," says UNH head coach
Gail Goodspeed. "However we
were disappointed with the loss
to Pittsburgh, despite the higher
score. We really felt going in
that we would beat them."
Leading the Wildcats in both
meets were freshmen Tammy
Hager and Patti Converse. Hager tied for fourth in the vault
Friday night with Penn St.'s
Loree at 9.35.
"Tammy hit a layout sukahara
that she had been having trouble
with in practice," says Goods.peed. "That Penn St. girl' placed
second in the nation last year."
The downfall of Friday's meet
was the balance beam. Because

of the draw UNH had to start
on the balance beam and had
its problems, falling seven
times.
"We just were not ready for
that event," says Goodspeed,
"and we also had problems on
the bars with only three of the
six girls hitting their sets."
Against Pittsburgh it was
Hager and Converse again heading the UNH squad, placing
third and second -in the allaround. Hager posted a 35.45
and Converse a 35.7. ·
Hager's high was a 9.3 in the
vault, which won the event,
while Converse had three scores
a!Ywe 9.0. She won the balance
beam with a 9.35 and the floor
with a 9.05, and took second in .
the uneven bars with a 9.05 .'
The improvements for the
Cats came on the bars where
four of the six hit routines and
the beam where they increased
the score by neari y a full point.
Helping Converse and Hager
was Nancy Doherty, who executed the full-on to a
handspring-off to score an 8.7
on the vault.
"Nancy is doing very well and
will help us a lot this season,"
says Goodspeed.
Although going against the
top teams this early in the
season is a tough challenge
Goodspeed feels it helps her
team.

"The schedule is going to help
us," says Goodspeed. "We get
to see some of the best teams,
where they stand, and how we
stand against them. It will aid
us in maintaining and improving ourselves."
After the meets, Goodspeed
feels her team is capable of
challenging teams like Penn St.
and Pittsburgh, but see Ohio
State as the top team in the

Northeast.
"We are on the track for being
good in April when the Regionals are held," said Goodspeed.
But the Wildcats are in for
some tough meets before they
reach the Regionals, starting
tomorrow night against the
Northeastern Huskies.
The meet which will be held
at 7:00 in the Lundholm Gymnasium will not be an easy one

for UNH according to Goods':.
peed.
"Northeastern is a muchimproved team with an outstanding individual in Sharon
Mahler," says Goodspeed. "She
is equal to our top gymnasts."
. "We have the more talented
team, but if we do not hit our
routines they are capable of ·
beating us," she says. "Hopefully
we will have a big crowd."

Green stops women's b- ball
By Paul Tolme
percent the basketball turned
The UNH womens' basket- into a watermelon for UNH,
ball team travelled north to as they shot a miserable 20
Dartmouth on slushy Saturday percent in the second half
despite numerous good atnight, and left 11 point losers.
Sickness and injury contrib- . tempts.
Yet wii:h four minutes left in
uted significantly to the 62-51
UNH performance. The Wild- the game, the Wildcats clawed
cats had not played a game in to within six points because of
two weeks because ct' a chicken a stellar defensive effort.
"Any time you can hold a
pox scare, and had one player
unavailable for action because team that shoots over 50% to
she had contracted the virus. just 62 points, you have to be
Also, third leading scorer Terri happy," said Coach DeMarco.
"We had a lot of letdowns
Mulliken had an injured back
and was unable to play. ·
offensively, and we missed shots .
UNH played well in the first at the start of the second half
half, and head coach Cecelia that could have put us ahead,"
DeMarco was pleased to be said DeMarco. "You can play
within four starting the second. well defensively, but you have
But while Dartmouth con- to put the ball in the hoop to
tinued to sizzle the net with a win."
·Missy Belanger did an outshooting percentage over 50

standing job starting for the
injured Mulliken. Belanger continually drove to the basket, and
led all UNH scorers with 20
points.
Coach DeMarco estimates her
team is one month behind
schedule developmentally, because of the sickness aqd injury.
Despite the 3-12 overall record, the UNH women are 21 in the Seaboard Conference.
Continued good league play
should be UNH' s objective.
"If we can win these next two
league games coming up, we will
have our foot in the door of the
playoffs," Coach DeMarco optimistically finished with.
The Wildcats will knock on
the door this Wednesday night
when they take on Hartford.

SPORT SHORTS
.UNH Football Awards.

I

...

Co-captains Neal Zonfrelli and Andre Garron
were named the Most Valuable Players for the 1985
University of New Hampshire football team. Each
received the Coach's Award at the annual UNH
Football Banquet Saturday night. Tight end Tom
Flanagan received the Unsung Hero A ward, while ·
fullback Mike Shriner earned the Jock MacKenzie.
12th Player Award. The Eugene K. Auerbach Award,
given to the outstanding student-athlete, was given
to senior offensive guard Jim Bumpus.
UNH has posted 11 winning seasons in the last
12 years. The Wildcats turned in a 6-4 mark this
past season.
Zonfrelli, of Bridgewater, Mass., led UNH with
117 total tackles, including seven sacks and three
interceptions. He earned first team All-Yankee
conference honors and was the co-defensive playerof-the-year in the league. He also earned first team
honors from the New England Football Writers
Association and was second team All-ECAC and
Associated Press All-New England.
Garron, a native of Framingham, Mass., was a
unanimous All-Yankee conference choice. He led
UNH in rushing for the third straight season,
carrying for 888 yards and 11 touchdowns, despite
missing two games with injuries. Garron also earned
second team All-New England and All-ECAC honors
in addition to garnering All-New England laurels
from the NEFW A.
Flanagan, who caught 23 passes for 344 yards
and five touchdowns, is from Leominster, Mass.
An outstanding blocker, he has played split end,
center and tight end during his Wildcat career.
The 12th Player Award is presented by Jock
MacKenzie, Sports Director of WTSN, and Bob
Demers of Midway .Buick in Somersworth, NH.
The recipient receives an official UNH watch. The
award is given to the UNH football player who
makes outstanding contribution to the program.
A native of Roselle Park, NJ, Shriner was the starting
fullback for the Wildcats for the past three years.
He carried for 428 yards this past season, but earned
first team All-Yankee Conference honors, largely
due to his superb blocking ability.
Bumpus, of North Easton, Mass., is a Dean's List
student in English. He was a valuable member of
the Wildcat offensive line again this season. He
has one year of eligibility remaining, but is currently
undecided about playing next year.

Tim Hanley(16) scores the Wildcats second goal last night. It came while UNR was
shorthanded.(Tim Leavy photo)

-------MEN'S HOCKEY-----the puck over a sprawling
Loring. Three minutes later
Rossetti put the game out of
reach with his second goal of
the game.
Rossetti, who had two goals
and an assist, credited shooting
more for the win. "Before the
game coach told us to get aloe
of shots, and we worked on it.
All three days of practice we
scrimmaged alot, had more
game situarions 1 and it paid off."
Richmond, with a goal and
two assists, also spoke of the
practices this W'eek as a key.
"T11is was the hardest week of
practice all year long. We had
a closed door meeting after the
BU game( a 9-1 shellacking), and
I said some things that may have
riled. up so~e players. All week

<continued from page 24)
long in practice everyone was
hitting, trying to get playing
time."
~
"What people saw tonight
was us playing as a team, taking .
hits to let others get opportunities. We played with a new type
of discipline tonight," said
Richmond. ;·we got the monkey
off our back, but we have still
got plenty on there."
Coach Charlie Holt also cautioned about the win, even
though he was pleased with the
effort. "Maine is a young team
too, alot like us. But it was a good
effort."
UNH hosts Northern Michigan Friday and Saturday night
at Snively.
CAT TRACKS--Hanley(two
goals, one assist), Brickley(!-

2), Rossetti and Richmond each
had three points against Maine. ·
UNH, now 3-21, moved within
three points of Maine(4-20-1).
Lowell(6-19-1) and
Providence(9-16-1) are also
above the Wildcats, while Boston Ccillege(16-8-1),
Northeastern(15-10-1) and Boston U niversiry(14-10-2) lead
Hockey East.
UNH' s Rota also made some
key saves while the game was
still in question.
Look for Richmond in the
upcoming movie "Youngblood",
filmed this summer in Toronto.
Richmond plays on the opposite
team of Rob Lowe, in the story
about an American playing
Junior Hockey in Canada.
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Canisi us rolls over weary men's basket ball team
By Steve Langevin
Playing its fifth consecutive
road game the UNH men's
basketball squad dropped a 7649 contest to the Canisius
Golden Griffins Saturday night
in Buffalo, NY.

"It was just a total breakdown
both mentally and physically,"
says UNH head coach Gerry
Friel. "We have been on a long
and extended roadtrip and that,
along with the flu and other
ailments, caught up with us."

"We had played a very
emotionally-draini ng game
against Niagara Thursd.ay night
and after a game like that one
of two things happen," continued Friel, "either you get
another outstanding effort or

you get what happened to us.
We were flat-out tired."
The Wildcats were i11 trouble.
early as the Griffs burst out with
a 12-2 spurt to start the game.
UNH made a brief run at the
Griffs, scoring the nex·t six
points, but with Grady Minick
(who paced Canisius with 17
points) lead10g the way, the lead
increased quickly to 13 points.
Canisius' lead never went
below seven for the rest of the
half, before settling at 14, 4228, at the intermission.
In the second half, UNH
could not put two baskets together as the score gradually
increased to the final margin.
The Wildcats managed to
~onnect on only seven of 31
shots from the field for 22.6
percent in the second half and
shot only 36 percent for the
game. Meanwhile the Griffs
shot a solid 5 5 percent for the
game and outrebounded the Cats
40-27.
Although not pleased with
the game as a wht>le Friel was
happy with the performance of
reserve center Keith Hinderlie
who came off the bench to score
nine points, grab four rebounds
and make two steals in just 19
minutes of play.
"That was Keith's best game
here at UNH," says Friel. "We

need to get the same kind of
showing from him every game."
When questioned about what
his team has to do to get back
on track Friel replied, "We have
to get everyone healthy again
and then get back to the fundamentals so that .we -can play
as a team."
Despite the losses the Cats
still believe in themselves.
"As long as we keep on
working hard we will do well,"
said Hinderlie. "We have not
!ost any confidence in ourselves.
We were just drained against
Canisius."
The Wildcats are now 8-9
overall and 2-7 in the North
Atlantic Conference. They travel to Orono, Maine to tangle
with the University of Main~
Black Bears tonight. The Wildcats and Bears are right next to
each other in the standings with
UNH owning a victory over
Maine in Durham earlier this
season.
"We _just have to get it back
together," says Friel. "We have
a bunch of conference games
coming up and most of them are·
at home. We have not had a
home atmosphere, with the
students there, for a long time."
The Wildcats' next home
game is Friday night at 7: 30
against Colgate.

Vermo nt defeat ed
by men .swimm ers
By Rick Kampersal
The UNH men's swimming
team improved their record to
4-4 Saturday afternoon with a
Greg Steele(50) defends against Northeastern's Reggie Lewis(35) earlier this season. UNH nail biting 59:. 54 victory over
the visiting University of Verlost at Canisius Saturday night.(Steve Langevin file photo)
mont.
Coach Frank Helies, while
happy with his team's win,
nonetheless", praised UVM. "We
needed a very strong showing
from our first r.elay team, plus
By Steve Langevin
a lifetime-best rn winning the says Rowe.
The Wildcats have already some career bests from our•
A 78-62 victory over Smith 200-meter butterfly and Duffley
qualified 20 people for the New people just to get out of our own
College Saturday, coupled with won the 50-meter freestyle.
. Other swimmers registering Englands and two for the Na- pool with a win."
a win over Springfield College
Co-captains Steve Mereau
the week before, has UNH lifetime-bests were Sue Walther tionals, Birsinger in the two
women's swim team head coach and Paula Bohn in the 1000- breaststroke events and Miller and Gino Margarino both performed capably. Moreau took
meter freestyle, Jackson in the in the one-meter dive.
Carol Rowe smiling.
Coach Rowe says that Claffey the 200-meter butterfly and the
"Those are the two most 100 butterfly, Birsinger in the
outstanding meets since I have 400 Individual Medley and Jane is the only other swimmer with 200-meter backstroke, while
been here," says Coach Rowe. Kelly in the 500-meter freestyle. a shot at the Nationals, needing . Margarino captured the 200Year-best performances were to knock two seconds off her 100 meter freestyle and had a strong
"It is very satisfying for more
second-place showing in the
than just the wins. It was the turned in by Debbie Ewell(her butterfly time.
"Some people would say that 100-meter freestyle · (second
best time in. three years) in the
way we won."
"We worked together as a 100-meter backstroke, Duffley two seconds is too much time only to teammate Doug Gorteam, pulled for each other in in the 1000 freestyle and Jen- to take off, but knowing how · don).
Both Moreau and Margarino
practice," continues Rowe. "Co- nifer Purdy in the 200-meter hard Mary Ellen v._rorks and that
she has the mental toughness, swam in winning the first
ca ptains Pam Birsinger and backstroke.
Also Annabelle Lowrie and I think she has a chance," says medley relay.
Mary Ellen Claffey have really
T.h e surprise of the day was
pulled the team together at the Anne Miller both beat the old Rowe.
workouts and then some of the UNH record in the three-meter
other team members began dive with Lowrie setting the
new record.
clo.ing the same."
The outstanding performer
"That hard work and team(continued from page 24)
work carried over from those for Smith was diver Sabra Kroll
workouts into the meets," she who set pool records in winning
both the one and three-meter also received their first defeat Ferry. "Before, we had won and
says.
on Friday night with a 4-1 loss not even played well. When we
The times of the UNH dives.
lost, it made some people
"I feel everyone has a worth to York University of Ontario.
swimmers certainly reflected
"I didn't expect them to be think."
their hard work as there were to the team and I think everyone
York University was declared
numerous lifetime and year- is starting to feel that way," says as strong as they were," said
bests along with one National Rowe. "Our goals are for indi- Ferry. "They were a good team." champion of the round-robin
Yet both Ferry and Barnhill tournament by a unanimous
vidual times and for everyone
Qualifying(NQ) time.
Birsinger notched an NQ pulling their own weight. If we agreed that, while neither of coaches' decision Sunday. Overtime in the 100-meter breast- get those things in a meet and them enjoys to lose, the defeat all, the tournament was deemed
a success.
could be good for UNH.
stroke and lowered her NQ time lose I am still happy."
"I don't think it occurred to
"It was a pretty competitive
The victories give UNH a 4in the 200-meter breaststroke,
said
said Ferry, ·alludlose,"
might
tournament,"
we
that
us
go.
to
meets
two
with
record
events.
5
while winning both
Barnhill, "but it's good in a way. ing to the fact that no one team
Other individual winners for The Wildcats face the Univerthe Wildcats were Claffey, Shar- sity of Maine Friday and the lt made us realize that our team stood out. Even declared chamon Jackson and Joanne Duffley. University of Massachusetts is not so great, and it will help pions York lost one game to
Minnesota, 4-1. "All four teams
us in the future."
Claffey swam a year-best in Feb. 8.
"I think it showed some of were good, and the play was
"It would be nice to get two
the 100-meter freestyle and a
lifetime-best in the 100-meter wins and finish above .500, but us that we have to work-it's not tough."
"Head coach Russ McCurdy
just going to come our way," said
butterfly, while Jackson posted it is g?ing to be very hard to do,"

Wome n's swim downs

Chris Swirbliss.
"Chris had a good day. He
performed above what we had
.expected him to. As a result, his
efforts brought out a pair of
career bests in the 100 freestvle
and the '.200-freestyle," praised
Coach Helies.
Another Wildcat making the
most out of his time in the pool
was Doug Gordon. Gordon won
both the 200-meter Individual
Medley and the 100-freestyle.
Gordon also played a part in the
first medley relay victory, as did
Josh Kay.
In addition to helping the
Wildcat relay team, Kay also
placed second in the 50-meter
freestyle. UNH was also wellrepresented on the diving
boards with Tim Bryant winning both the one and threemeter diving events.
The win was an important
one for it boosted the Wildcats
to a .500 record. The next meet
will be home against the boys
from Chestnut Hill, Boston
College, on January 30.

- - - - - W O M.EN'S HOCK EY---- was saying that he wanted a
tournament of four strong hockey teams, with no one overbearing team-teams that were
all really good. I think we got
it," she added.
UNH now stands at 10-1-1
on the season thus far.
The Wildcats next take on the
University of Toronto Saturday,
Feb. 1 at 2 pm in Snively.
Though UNH defeated Toronto
once already this season en route
. to the McMaster University
Invitational Championship, the
win was a close one, with UNH
wrapping the game up with two
quick goals in the game's last
three minutes.

...
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Men's hockey avenges earlier loss 6-3
By Chris Heisenberg
Quite simply put, it was
UNH's best game of the year,
and with it went a little bit of
the frustration that had been
building up this season.
Last nigh_t's 6-3 victory over
the University of Maine brought
with it a flood of season's firsts;
most goals(6), fewest goals
against(a tie at three), most
shots ( 48), outshooting the
opposition(48-33), while· pu!ling closer to sixth place in the
standings. .
The positive started just 13
seconds into the game when
captain James Richmond fired
a loose puck in one spinning
motion past Maine goalie Al
Loring.
With Shane Skidmore serving
time for elbowing, Mike Ros- ·
setti forced Maine defenseman
Eric Weinrich to cough up the
puck to Tim Hanley who scored
UNH' s sixth shorthanded goal
of the year.
Then with UNH on a twoman advantage, Rossetti re- i
ceived a pass on the blueline and
seeing the defense back away, '
he blasted a shot off Loring's
glove into the net.
•
UNH dominated the period
until the final 25 seconds, when
Maine caught UNH running
Mike Rossetti(lO) scoring UNH's third goal last night against Maine. The Wildcats prevailed 6-3 to earn their third win
around and scored on a Jim
of
the season as Rossetti scored twice.(Ronit Larone photo)
Baker point shot. Then with just
three seconds remaining Mike .we went out after them.".
Golderi scored on a three-onJust twelve seconds after the
one break and suddenly the score tying goal Quintin Brickley held
was 3-2.
off a defender which allowed
Maine evened the score when Hanley to pick up the puck just By J. Mellow
urday, while Providence entered
This time, however, ProviScott Smith beat UNH goalie inside the blueline, Moving to
Three goals by Providence with a 1-1 tie with Minnesota dence was ready.' The Friars
Greg Rota with a wrist shot at the top of the circle, Hanley College forward Lisa Brown and Friday and a 6-1 loss to York opened the scoring just 2:29 into
the three-minute mark of the drove the puck just inside the 40 saves from Friar goaltender University Saturday.
the first period with a break~econd period. UNH could have post to give UNH the lead they
The match-up of the two away goal by Brown over the
Sue Mussey held the UNH
given up, but instead tightened never relinquished.
women's ice hockey team to a long-t,ime rivals seemed fitting glove of UNH netminder Cathy
up.
In the third period, Richmond 4-4 tie Sunday in the final game for the tournaments' last game. Narsiff.
"That tying goal made us went untouched down the right of the Granite State Tourna- UNH had met Provi~ence just
UNH's Sue Hunt then manwork harder," said Rossetti after side, then fed new linemate ment held here this weekend.
once earlier this season, winning aged tO tally at the 5:35 mark,
the game. "When the second Brickley( taking the place of the
UNH entered Sunday's con- 2-1 in the championship game until a goal from Providence's
period ended we were down, iniured Steve Leach), who lifted test coming off a 3-0 shutout of the Providence Invi"tational Lori Marotta put the Friars up
saying 'oh no, not again,' but MEN'S HOCKEY, page 22
by one again.
of the Minnesota Blue J's Sat- Tournament December 8.
Yet now the Wildcats pressed
and, with :43 seconds left in the
first period managed to tie the
score at two.
UNH then grabbed the lead
' with a goal by Cheryl Allwood
3:11 into the second stanza yet
the lead was short-lived as PC's
Brown managed to tally a second
goal just four minutes later to
end the period 3-3.
And though sophomore Wildcat Katey Stone was able to put
one in for the Cats 9:29 into the
third, still another tally by
Brown with just 43 seconds
remaining in regulation time
sent the game into overtime.
Both teams were then held
scoreless, and the 4-4 tie stayed.
"There's no way we should
have tied," said UNH assistant
et;tptain Beth Barnhill. "but we
haven't been playing as well as
we can, and it's better now than
at the ECAC's."
UNH captain Vivienne Ferry
agreed.
"I think we should have won,"
said Ferry. "We had a lot more
chances, a lot more opportunities tO score, we just didn't
capitalize on them."
"We still have a lot to work
on," Ferry added.
On top of being handed their
first tie, however, the Wildcats
UNH women's hockey team defender Pam Manning(S) blocks a shot by a Providence attacker Sunday in the Granite State
WOMEN'S H9CKEY, page 23
Tournament.(Ronit Larone photo)
1

Women's hockey loses first

.,

